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A-60 Lightship, simple external support system,
173

A-60s
benefitting from presence of a light headwind,

334
compared to CargoLifter CL 160, 307

A-150s, benefitting from presence of a light
headwind, 334

AAI Corporation, 472
abnormal convective activity, 151
Absolute Temperature, 392
AC electrical generation system, in SkyCat 20, 470
acceleration

capabilities, 672
load factors, 154
scaling for an airship, 324

access
to airship’s life-support systems at all times, 289
gaining to underside of structure, 313
as a generic operational GH problem, 288–289
and maintenance requirements, 216, 219
space for engine bay, 222
to various parts of an airship, 253–254

access steps (Himmelstreppe), into the
crew/passenger accommodation, 320

accidental overload, 164
accidents, weather frequently reported as a major

cause of airship, 328
ACLS. See air cushion landing system (ACLS)
actinic degradation, 126, 128
active exchange sequence, 657, 658
active load exchange system, 655
active load frame, 650, 654–659
activity factors, for aircraft propellers, 97
actuator disc, 87–91
actuator power, 227
actuators, weight estimate for, 228
added mass, 35
additives, blending in adhesive system, 122
adhesives

interest in alternative green, 114
modern making joints without stitching, 168

polyurethane based, 455
properties of materials, 114

adiabatic compression, superheating lift gas, 290
adiabatic heating, large airships more affected by,

670
Adler airship (AS 80 GD), 609
Adler fashion company, 608
Advanced Hybrid Aircraft (AHA), 622
advertisement

activities of LZ NT 07, 555
banner space on sides of manned airships, 580
Zeppelin NT qualified for, 563

Aereon Company, triple-hull airship, 462
Aereon Corporation, 466
aerial advertising, as main market for hot-air

airships, 604, 607
aerial crane, 513
aerial exploration, by unmanned airships, 586
aerial footage, in addition to advertising space, 581
aerial photogrammetry, of archaeological sites,

608
aerial vehicles, absence of rigidly-structured (1789

to 1899), 314
Aerobatic Human Powered Airship, cycloidal

propellers for, 628
Aerocrane

of All American Engineering Corporation, 22
concept, 477
rotating hybrid airship, 478

aerodynamic assessment, of the configuration, 418
aerodynamic considerations, for HAVs, 682
aerodynamic control(s)

components, 66
dependence upon direct contravention of

aerostatic lift, 260
force and movement, 66
inclining body axis and generating hull-lift, 432
lost as airspeed reduces, 374
not very effective at low speeds, 82
power, 83
surfaces, 65
of Zeppelin NT, 569
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aerodynamic data
first experiments collecting, 413
for HAVs, 681

aerodynamic drag
of an airship, 2, 154
of the envelope, 633
as high, 18
reactions of, 269

aerodynamic efficiency, 60
aerodynamic force(s)

combating centrifugal acceleration, 39
divided, 25
function of area, 273
as functions of the perturbation variables,

65
large ships needing a serious amount of, 671
moments due to, 273
moving airship generating, 16
no applied, 271
occurrence of, 23

aerodynamic forces and moments
arising from local surface pressures, 23
estimation method for overall, 42–44

aerodynamic interference, differing, 31
aerodynamic landing techniques, 374–375
aerodynamic lift, 469, 681

acting at centre of pressure, 269
calculating, 632
component of pressure normal to free stream,

25
enhancing, 19
from envelope moving through the air, 632
of HAV, 641
lost at slow speed, 642

aerodynamic loading distribution, 44
aerodynamic loads, 586, 675
aerodynamic parameter estimation, 48–57
aerodynamic pressure distributions, 154
aerodynamic properties, estimating, 60
aerodynamic scale parameter, 324
aerodynamic testing

of human powered dirigible, 635
using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD),

636
aerodynamics

of the airship, 18–19
as design driver, 592–593
general aspects, 670–672
interaction with thruster aerodynamics, 666
scaling for an airship, 324
unsteady, 44–48

aerodynamics group, estimating lift and drag
characteristics, 428

aerodynes, 290
aerofoil, producing lift and drag forces, 92
aerological data, wind shear predictable from

forecast, 332
Aeron 26, aerodynamic proof of the concept

prototype, 466
AEROS-50 semirigid airship design, 502

Aerostat
CargoLifter CL 160, 647–668
conventional airship of very large dimensions,

645
described, 640
SkyLifter airship, 645–647

aerostatic lift, 307
dependence of the airship, 260
envelope volume increasing for, 488
mechanism of, 9, 10
remaining undiminished, 306

aerostatic parameters
as airship ascends, 195
measurement of, 613

aerostatically enhanced helicopter, 21
aerostatics

of the airship, 13–18
appraisal of airship, 188–207
basic principles of, 1
defined, 8
as design driver, 592
principles of, 8–13

aerostats, classed as, 290
AEW. See Airborne Early Warning (AEW) role
aft landing gear, for Zeppelin NT, 575
aft propulsion unit, of Zeppelin NT, 568
aggressive solvents, 130
aimed marketing, phase of, 451
air

accelerating for most airborne vehicles, 87
adding or exhausting to maintain constant

envelope pressure, 160
expelling from ballonets, 194
keeping within the envelope, 239
tapping from behind the airship’s main

propellers, 162
trying to find the lowest level, 160
viscosity of, 24

air and helium valves, control of, 228
air ballonets, 15, 488
air barrier, between outer envelope and gas cells,

240
air cushion landing system (ACLS)

functional characteristics of, 469
of HAV, 469
for SkyCat 20, 470

air dams, 245
air density

measurement and accurate prediction of, 290
at Standard sea level, 204

air discharge, 242
air drag, reducing, 635
air intakes, 240
air jets, inefficient in terms of power needed,

275
air lines. See duct(s)
air loading, in hovering flight, 512, 645
air mass, of unity, 522
air pressure, at Standard sea level, 204
air speed, increasing, 362
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air storage
compressed, 396–398
in long cylindrical tubes, 396

air supply system, with powerful fans, 162
air supply trunking system, 161, 242
air supported structures (air houses), 138
air to helium rip, in manned airships, 591
Air Transport Association of America, 422
air turbulence, 330, 349
air vehicle, earliest controllable, 432
Airboat model, with a light pressure tube

structure, 503
Airboat pressurized tube airship, 504
Airborne Early Warning (AEW) role, 420,

444–445
airborne platforms, comparisons of Zeppelin NT

with other, 556
airborne surveillance, 422, 441
aircraft

developments/advances, 113
flying onto and off flying aircraft carriers, 321
flying unstable, 578

aircraft fuselage surface finish quality, 33
aircraft piston engine, TBO (To Be Overhauled)

for, 594
aircraft propeller, operating at near peak

efficiency, 90
aircraft standards, used in design of airship fuel

systems, 247
Aircrane, functions of, 665
AirCruiser, 466
Airfloat HL rigid airships, 512, 513
airframe, design of, 154
Air-FTG data, recorded in a fixed-wing aircraft,

559
air-gap wet spinning process, 126
AirLiF project, 557–558
airline, formed by Count Zeppelin, 439
airliner operations, 329
airliners, often struck by lightning, 332
airlines, taking air into ballonets, 218
airport authority, operations on the airfield, 305
airship(s)

aerodynamics of, 18–19
allowing to weathervane, 287
always flying, 306
balance or trim of, 199
body shape, 30
bounding off top of cool layer, 363
bringing to equilibrium by addition or removal

of ballast, 235
categories, 314, 512
classical layout of, 63
classification of all as aircraft, 306
climbing as fuel is consumed, 107
configuring with a close-coupled support

system, 173
as constant-lift devices, 649
constrained by laws of physics, 285
contact with risking disaster, 286

conventional and unconventional designs, 458
cruising at much lower percentage powers, 381
delicate structures, 286
descending, 196
in disaster relief, 692
drag breakdown for three, 30
drag of, 273
early, 60
economics of, 452–455
empty weight versus gross weight of, 497
equipped for Instrument Flying, 333
evacuating from a region threatened by a

hurricane, 347
evaluation of, 429
flights and operational deployments over water,

307
flown at slightly heavier than air, 359
flying throughout life, 306
flying very small, 579
fully testing before entering service, 150
incoming captured by dropping a line from the

nose, 664
inherent instability, 40
with an inner hydrogen and outer helium

chamber, 506
landing as particularly dangerous, 258
landing even in light gusting conditions as a

challenge, 596
landing horizontally, 281–282
largest batch production in wartime, 452
lining up for takeoff, 334
loading and moving on the ground, 320
loading categories, 512, 645
main attributes offered by, 436–437
measuring speed of, 596
methods to increase control, 256
modern, 1, 60
moving, 285–286
night time operations on, 213
operational weight of, 235
payload of, 379
peculiar costs, 454–455
perceived to be real future of aircraft, 449
piloting, 357–378
preserving and maintaining while moored, 308
principles regarding structure, 150–159
purpose of, 221
reason for keeping outside, 260
reducing lateral profile of, 405
re-evaluation of true nature of, 305–309
regulating gas cell superpressures, 240
reliance on a light gas for lift, 1
remaining afloat, 183
remaining statically level, 199
rising beyond pressure height, 194
rolling during turning manoeuvres, 359
scaling effects on, 668–670
sensitivity to atmospherically derived forces,

260
sizing, 386–387, 416
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airship(s) (cont.)
sizing matrix, 419, 429
strongly built with higher percentage empty

weight, 496
structural categories, 13, 14
structural failure of, 44
subject to aerostatic and aerodynamic forces,

306
supporting weight by buoyancy at rest, 306
systems found on, 239
technology of modern, 60
tending to drift into a large circular path, 18
tolerating surface wind speeds at the mooring

mast, 334
trimming, 236
types of, 1
unmanned, 577–600
updating capabilities of, 425
upward trend in weight of modern, 215
used for advertising, 250
using takeoff power for very short periods, 381
utility of different types, 431–437
in various weather conditions, 47
weather conditions for 21st century, 329–333
weather for bringing in or out of hangar, 333
weather-sensitivity of, 4, 327, 328–329
weight of, 384–385

Airship Alliance, 617–618
Airship Association, 18th Annual Symposium of,

105
airship balance, 199–202
airship bases, 315, 316
airship codes, no demand for, 449
airship constructor, attempting to market, 450
Airship Design Criteria, 590, 634
airship equation, applying to hybrid air vehicle,

682
airship ferrying route, 341
airship gravity data, qualitative analysis, 559
airship hull. See hull
Airship Industries, 370, 389, 425
Airship No. 23 and R-26, 267
Airship no. P6, control car showing swivelling

propellers, 268
airship operations

favorable weather for, 333–337
GH as poor cousin of, 278
summary of, 193–196
time scales optimising use of weather, 354–355
weights aspects of, 236–238

airship pilots. See pilots
airship solution, forced upon navies, 432
airship specific simulators, programmes for, 281
airship steady state analytical model, schematic of,

42
airship structures. See structures
airship system

defined, 193
weight of, 193

airship technology, offering increased lifting
capabilities, 692

Airship Z-Prize, 691
Airships Industries (UK) Ltd., output of, 452
airspace, operations above 65,000 ft, 584
airspeed, including gust effects, 15
airtight fabric, 118
air-to-helium sleeve, 245
Airworthiness Requirements, for hot-air airships,

613, 614
Akron (1931–33), 389

1/40th scale wind tunnel model, 41
accident, 449
comparison of theory and experimental

incremental pressure coefficients for, 41
fin arrangements, 51
fin distribution on 1/40th scale model of, 46
isolated hull model, 50
mechanical equipment devised for, 321

ALA600 Russian airship protype, fuelled with
hydrogen, 108

albedo, 525
Allen, Bryan, 620
altitude

as design driver, 588
effects of, 11
variation of lift with, 11

aluminium clad Varialift airship, 499
aluminium-fluorinated-polyurethane, 122
ambient air temperature, 333
American Blimp Corporation Lightship, 245, 250
American GH System, 292, 295–296
American low-mast method, 297
amorphous region, of cellulose, 141
amorphous silicon solar cells, 537
Amundsen, Roald, 607
anabatic (upslope) winds, 351, 352
analytical software tools, 580
anchor points, scarcity on fragile shell surface,

289
anchor winches. See also winches

cables routed through heavy pulley vehicles,
658

deployed on site, 656
installing on the ground, 654
mounting on heavy crawler vehicles, 658

Andrews, Stuart, 622
angle of solar incidence, 525–527
ANR airship, 109, 110
antenna, 422, 423
anthropogenic and biogenic emissions, 557
anthropometrics, 624
anticyclones. See high pressure systems
anti-submarine warfare (ASW) role, 445
apparent increase, in net lift, 197
apparent mass

components of, 63
determination, 34–37
in place of physical mass, 36
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applications, of airship technology, 1
applied moments, response of airship to, 273
approach path, establishing a selected, 376
approximate model, identifying aerodynamic

stability derivatives, 77
approximate stability modes, 75
APUs

driving electrical generators, 383
portable to power to electrically lighted signs,

250
providing some power, 229
on the Sentinel 5000, 250
supplying special mission power, 250

Aramid, abrasion resistance, 127
Aramid family (Kevlar), for envelope fabric, 416
arched load curtains, described, 174
Arctic-Sky expedition, 608, 611
ARDCO, pressure contoured fin, 220
area control role, 441
area plot, producing smooth longitudinal

distributions, 415
aromatic heterocyclic lyotropic polymers, 126
Arras, Bill, 620
AS 80GD airship, 508, 604
AS 105 GD hot-air airship, 612

certification by the UK CAA, 614
characteristics of, 614
cost of, 606
four-seater, 608, 612, 615
fully certified in the passenger transport

category, 604
ground wind limit, 606
instruments and switch panel, 613
scientific research and certification programme,

612–613
target definition, 611
technical development, 610–611

AS 105 GD/6, accepted by EASA as a six-seater,
614

AS-400, operating for only six months in any
calendar year, 510

Ashcroft, Jeff, 691
assembly, raising and lowering, 652
Association of European Airlines (A.E.A.), cost

structures, 424
astronomical platform, airship as, 490
ASW (anti-submarine warfare) role, 445
Atlantic, attempt to cross by Zeppy 2, 622
atmosphere, changing properties of, 189–191
atmospheric conditions, unsteady, 659
atmospheric disturbances, 150, 151
atmospheric electric activity, strong, 332
atmospheric gases, molecular diameters, 133
atmospheric pollution, causing reduction in direct

solar radiation, 523
atmospheric pressure height, 193
atmospheric properties, 204, 488
atmospheric research, airship for, 468
atmospheric temperature, increase in, 12

atmospheric turbulence, 269
conditions of severe, 44
control to counteract effects of, 260
response of an airship hull to, 47

attenuation, of direct solar radiation, 521
attitude perturbation, of the airship, 65
Auto Pilot (A/P) mode, 594
Autodesk Inventor, 637
automatic control system, 276
automatic docking system, 275
automatic flight control systems, 82–83, 487
Autonomous mode, 578
autopilot functions, 83, 252
autostabilisation system, during gales, 151
auxiliary fans, needed to deliver air, 162
auxiliary fuel capacity, 213
auxiliary power unit, for larger airships, 106
auxiliary thrust, 256–257
available power, versus required power, 667
average scalar wind, over London at 5,000 feet,

387
aviation climatological databases, 355
avionics, weight considerations, 230
axes, system of, 61–63
axial force, 63, 64
axial velocity, for a vortex, 101
axis of symmetry, of the envelope, 61
axisymmetric streamline form, airships of the

classical, 13

Baciu, Dan, 505
Bacon cell, 541
Bain, Addison, 505
balancing weight, adding at the nose or tail, 156
ballast

adding or dumping, 150
for airships, 248–249
amount of jettisonable, 231
carrying additional, 181
classical technique of dropping, 16
disposing from maximum certified static

heaviness to a point of equilibrium in manned
airships, 591

dump system requiring actuation, 228
fuel as dumpable, 386
gondola requirements for, 221
as heaviness, 360
overall capacity for compensating, 150
picking up from surface, 231, 380
reasons for carrying, 230
recovery systems, 249
replenishment underway, 231
SkyHook not needing to carry, 644
suitable stowage provided for, 231
system allowing for weight to be added or

removed, 248
weight, adjustment of, 290
weight of structure, 222

ballast group, 230–232
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ballasting, adjusting weight of an airship, 248
ballonet(s)

air replenished or removed from, 240
air supply rate to, 161
avoiding rupture of in the hangar, 161
benefits in having fore and aft, 202
configuration, 215
construction of, 245
contents, 596
current airships all favouring, 240
damper controls, 251
determining capacity, 240
difficult to determine volume, 236
fill required as airship descends, 196
as a fine trim, 202
flexing of, 163
fulness determining, 253
functions of in Zeppelin NT, 562
geodesic method of design, 246
inflating and deflating, 245
lift owing to, 392
locating against envelope’s lower surface, 160
maintaining pressure, 15
maintaining pressure differential, 194
membrane, differential pressure across, 161
methods of constructing, 160
minimum of two, 245
nearly empty at altitude, 161
number of, 161, 245
pressure and shape control principle of, 241
providing change in density, 194
reducing volume of entrapped air within, 162
shape, improved design for, 245
from similar but lighter, thinner material, 160
sizing, 161, 240
trimming, 359
valves under, 244
weight for fabric, 217–218
of Zeppelin NT, 562–563

ballonet air
control of distribution, 228
moment offsets moment of the airship, 202
valve details on Sentinel 1000, 243–244

ballonet ceiling, exceeding, 256
ballonet materials, 131

properties of, 114
testing flexural properties, 139

ballonet slosh, 131
inducing loads, 131
preventing, 160

ballonet trunking, envelope fabric structure, 243
ballonet volume, 15, 196, 215
balloneted Godschmied configuration, 490
balloon(s)

anchoring the top (or crown) of, 310
defined according to lifting medium or purpose,

314
incorporating a closed flexible envelope filled

with a gas, 9
keeping away from the fire, 310

with a means of propulsion, 13
stopping from being blown sideways, 310

balloon ground crews, 302
balloon inflations, scenes of serious riots, 313
ballooning, ground handling definition from the

world of, 301
banners, attached to Zeppelin NT envelope, 563
bare hull. See also hull

aerodynamic forces and moments on, 25–30
of classic streamline form as directionally

unstable, 18
effect of additions to, 30–34

bare hull drag, 2
coefficient, 34, 401
compared to tail drag, 32
conditioned by behaviour of the boundary

layer, 399
proportion of, 399
reducing, 401
total, 401

bare suspended weight, of an airship, 210
bare weights

of airships, 209
for engines, 226

barrage balloons, varying exterior shapes, 240
base fabrics

coated/laminated together, 117
made from synthetic fibres, 118

base loading, with a fixed terminal, 512, 645
base requirements, minimising for CargoLifter,

649
baseline configuration, determining initial

performance capability, 429
baseline design layout, determination of, 414–416
baseline evaluation, 417–419
baseline method, 413, 414
baseline model for design, 623
baseline parametric analysis, 418
baseline trade-study process, 412
basic criteria, review of, 411
basic empty weight (BEW), 210
basic scientific/engineering principles, of

airships, 1
basic sizing plot, forming, 429
basic suspended empty weight (BSEW), 210
basket weave, 115
battens, 181
batteries

characteristics of, 539
heavy and impractical owning to limited life,

227
providing emergency and start-up power, 249
ratio of delivered to received energy, 539
relationship between cost and energy storage

capacity, 543
sizing of, 230
underneath floor of Zeppelin NT cabin, 574

bedding-down techniques, 318
Bell, Hugh, 492
Bell Geospace Air-FTG, 559
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Bell Geospace full-tensor, gravity gradiometer
(Air-FTG), 558

bending load capability, 675
bending loads, division between soft envelope and

hard keel, 661
bending moments

analysis, 634
combined with an equal distributed internal

pressure, 674
computing, 674
defined, 164
determining, 166
in flight, 163
formula, 163
increasing seriously with size, 674

Bernoulli’s equation, 23, 89
Betty small indoor R/C model, 513
biaxial loading, of envelope materials, 132–133
biaxial stress, 132
billboard, airship hull providing a natural, 440
bi-lobe HAV model, 682, 683
biomechanics, 624
Biot and Savart law, 95, 101
Bjerknes, V. and J, 339
blade activity factor, 97
blade element theory, 91–93
blade plan area, ratio to disc area, 97
blade section, 91, 92
blades, 94, 636
‘Blaugas,’ used in the Graf Zeppelin, 17
BLC airship, 111, 402
blimps, 149. See also nonrigid airships

ground crews, 281
inheritance of abandoned rigid airship sheds,

317
putting back into service, 318
reaching large sizes, 13
technique used for, 281
volume from propeller slipstream scoops, 677

blowers, 16, 240
boarding boat, direct interdiction by means of, 442
boarding facilities, ensuring safe personnel

transfer, 152
Bodensee, drag breakdown, 30
bodies-of-revolution, 415
body

flying at an angle to the free stream, 25
slender, 40

body axes, general configuration, 61, 62
body forces, determination of, 37–40
body mass, modifying, 37
body of rotation, flying steadily at incidence, 38
Boeing 747, compared with an airship, 153
Boer War, observation balloons, 318
Bolster Beam, 320
bolt ropes, continuous, 174
bonded joints, 121
bonding agent, 130
bonding fabric to a film, 133
border patrol, 583

Botswana, diamond exploration in, 558
bottom laid mines, distinguishing, 445
boundary layer

in the form of an axisymmetrical wake, 399
increasing form drag, 28
ingestion into a power-plant, 110
inhibiting growth of, 399
injection of momentum into, 110
loss of air velocity in, 24
separating from the surface, 24
thickness, 24, 399
transition from laminar to turbulent flow in,

399
‘tripping,’ 54

boundary layer control, 398–403
boundary layer growth

inhibited by a negative pressure gradient, 402
localising, 402
retarding leading to a significant reduction in

drag, 401
bow, needing reinforcement, 180
bow cap

holding in position, 181
size of, 181
strong desirable, 181

bow stiffening, deformed shape of, 182
bow thruster, 369, 471
braced frame structures, 153
brakes

airships having none, 291
as ineffective, 185

braking, affecting pitch angle, 281
Brayton cycle, for the gas turbine ICE, 104
Brazil, first cyclone ever reported off the coast of,

346
Brazilian Caloi (1989), 622
break-even point, estimating, 453
British airship efforts, classes dominating, 452
British airships

little serious effort at moving on the ground,
320

next generation employing reversing gear, 268
British Civil Airworthiness Requirements

(BCAR), 449
British GH System

flying moor, 292
winching down the airship, 294–295

British high mast sequence, 297
British Naval Airship No. 1 of 1911, ground

handling, 264
brushless dc motors, 538, 544
brute-force method, 667
build standard, for each gondola, 234
build weight, 234
buildings

sending off thermal plumes, 349
structural failure owing to atmospheric

turbulence, 56
bulkheads, weight of, 222
bulky objects, capability of carrying, 640
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buoyancy, 192. See also static lift
adjusting prior to launch, 290
air density affecting, 282
altering, 290
constantly changing, 286
deceleration affecting, 282
dependent upon density of displaced fluid, 193
of the HALROP, 489
loss of a problem for all airships, 287
maintained by vectored thrust, 512, 645
monitoring constantly, 287
not easily switched off, 306
scaling for an airship, 324
techniques used to control, 16

buoyancy control
in an airship, 16
essential, 287
improvements, 4
by lifting gas manipulation, 389–398
required by unmanned airships, 592

buoyancy force, 63
acting on all bodies within the atmosphere, 8
in rectilinear flight, 61
static, 65

buoyancy lift, 631–632
buoyant craft, lift of, 26
buoyant gas, causing internal pressure in the

envelope, 673
buoyant lift (conventional), 468, 641, 681
Burgess, C.P., 242, 506, 596, 634
burner unit, fan system positioned under, 508
Burney, Dennistoun, 436
bus bars, generator distributing power to,

249
business case, behind CargoLifter, 647–649
butt straps, 121, 130
butyl, properties of, 128

C2 links, automatic switching of, 598
cabin

design studies, 222
of LZ N 07, 549, 564–565
pressurisation, 171
weights, 222
Zeppelin NT support features, 556

cable control systems, conventional, 180
cable failures, within the envelope, 177
cable operation system, weight of, 227
cables, preventing crossing from rubbing together,

176
Cadmium Sulphide (CdS) cells, stability of, 537
calculations, example in regard to solar power,

531–532
calibration, role of, 441
calibration flight, carrying out, 236
CALOI Bicycles Co., 622
‘The Cambridge Paper,’ GH tasks identified in,

302
Cameron Balloons UK, 508

European airship marketing venture, 617

selling hot-air airships in 1970s, 602
super-pressure airship, 602

Cameron single-seater, 603
Cameron twin-seater gondola, 603
Canada

need for heavy lift airships, 694
providing transport for developing northern

territories, 695
SkyHook’s planned operations for remote

regions of, 475
candidate concepts, 428
Capper, Col., 318
capture/touch-down (landing), 290–291
car. See gondola
Carbon NanoTubes (CNT), 143
Cardington, high mast at, 316
cargo, economics of transporting, 693
CargoLifter

bending moment for, 674
business case for, 647–649
ground handling system, 664
hull suspensions, 669
load-exchange principle of, 650
manoeuvring, 665–667
overview of, 649–650
reacting more in a translational movement, 671
size compared with the Hindenburg, 649

CargoLifter AG, 513
CargoLifter CL 75 AC, 665
CargoLifter CL 160, 659–665, 689

discontinued after six years of theoretical
development, 647

final configuration of, 662–664
GA as envisaged in September 1998, 661
ground handling, 664–665
large underslung mass making very stiff, 662
main structural layout of, 514, 669
size limited by dimensions of hangar, 660
transporting humanitarian and emergency aid,

689
CargoLifter CL 160 draft GA, 662
CargoLifter CL 160 Super Heavy-Lift Cargo

Airship, 690
Cargon Nanotube (SWNT), properties of, 142
carpet plot, 412, 419, 429, 430
carpets, for passenger carrying flights, 233
cars, separate engine or power, 170
catastrophic propagation, in coated fabrics, 136
Category A - No lift augmentation, 431
Category B - Partial lift augmentation, 432
Category C - Total lift augmentation, 432
catenary, weight of, 218
catenary diaphragm, external distributing stresses,

16
catenary length, driving structural design, 674
caterpillar tracks, 293
ceilings, weight of, 222
cellulose, 141
cellulose nanocrystals

modification and synthesis of, 141
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producing, 141
properties of, 142

centigrade, converting to Kelvin, 203
central distribution chamber (Tee chest),

illustrated, 242
centre ballonets, maintaining pressure using, 244
Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of

Disasters (CRED), database on emergency
events, 689

Centre National de Recherche Scientifique
(CNRS), 459

centre of buoyancy (CB), 193
CG position relative to, 230
of the envelope, 169
fixed, 201
in rectilinear flight, 61
relationship with centre of gravity, 199

centre of gravity (CG), 193
of the envelope, 169
prescribed range for, 199
in rectilinear flight, 61
for SL150, 647

centre of gravity envelope, 236
certificate of analysis, 118
certification

as design driver, 588–592
requirements, 582

CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics)
Simulation, 580, 668

CFD model of an airship, schematic of, 50
CH47 (Chinook), 440
CH53 (Sea Stallion), 440
Chain Number 1, moving commodities, 688
Chain Number 2, transporting major components,

688
Chain Number 3, moving large number of troops,

hardware, and material, 688
Channel. See English Channel
Charles, Jacques, 311
Charlière gasbag, 311
Charron, Ric, 475, 644
chase crew (the Retrievers), 309
Chateau d’Oex, 353
check valves, 241
China, earthquake in 2008, 686
Chinook helicopter rotor systems, 475, 644
chlorosulphonated P.E (Hypalon), 128
Christopher, Ute, 693
chronological eras, of world’s airship

development programmes, 292
chronological sequence, revealing need for any

and all GHE, 300
cigar shaped form, designed to minimise drag, 149
circular arc sections, shapes based on, 458
circular cylinder

pressure distribution around, 24
steady motion of moving through a perfect

fluid, 35
circulation factor, 94, 95
circumferential gores, 169

cirrostratus cloud mass, 344
cities

converging air towards centre of, 348
increased aerodynamic roughness, 348
location of, 349
micrometerology for airship flying in, 348–350
thermals very strong over, 331

civil airship, small requiring minimal access, 219
civil authority national requirements, for the UK

and USA, 157
civil certification, 588
civil passenger transport role, 439
civil payloads, 213, 233
civil power roles, of airships, 441–442, 448
Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF), 694
civil roles, of airships, 439, 446–447
CL 75 Aircrane, 666
CL160 transporter, 513, 676
classical rigid shape, for an airship, 60
‘classical’ state equation, 69, 71
climate-related disasters, 689. See also disasters,

majority suffering from
climb or descent, tendency towards uncontrolled,

18
close coupled support system, 173, 174
closed streamline shapes, producing, 49
closed system

envelope as, 198
formula for, 198
moments in, 201
more convenient looking at airship trimming,

198
cloud, high terrain in, 333
cloud amount, variation in, 335
cloud cover, influence on diffuse radiation, 525
cloud shadow, 335
cloud streets

extending for hundreds of miles, 344
very obvious in weather satellite pictures, 345

clutter energy profile, 421
clutter profile model, 420
coast, crenulated, 354
coastal classes, 452
coastguard forces, functions of, 442
coastguard role, 442–443, 448
coated fabrics

changing shear behaviour, 133
stress-strain characteristics as linear elastic, 138

coatings, reducing tear strength, 136
Coca-Cola airship, 617
cockpit

layout, 251, 252
of LZ N 07, 564
shapes, 34

CODAG (COmbined Diesel And Gas turbine)
power-plant installation

better fuel consumption of, 106
endurance comparison with an all gas turbine

solution, 107
Coefficient of Performance, for an airship, 395
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cold air jets, low velocity, 110
‘cold and low’ case, largest power consumption,

667
cold climate, reaching a given pressure height in,

12
collector grid network, 538, 543
Colt GA42, flying with electric actuators, 585
combustion process, fuel:air ratio in, 248
command, control, communications, intelligence

(C3I) role, 446
command and control (C2), of airship during

flight, 598
comma-shaped cloud, 341
commercial companies, looking to market forces,

693
commercial feasibility, of solar-powered airships,

520
commercial operations, over Lake Constance,

Lake Lucerne and Lake Geneva, 353
commodities, moving, 688
common earth system, electrically bonding each

area via, 156
communications, as design driver, 598–600
communications role, of unmanned airships,

584–585
comparative performance, 105–107
complexity, high degree of providing a large

payload, 435
component drag data, for three airships, 30
components, transporting major, 688
compressed air

power required, 397
storage, 396–398
storage volume of, 397

compressed storage, of lifting gas, 398
compressor plant, reducing weight of, 397
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), 49–53

analysis on flying scale model(s), 592
producing good estimates of linear variation,

413
testing aerodynamic performance, 635

computer controlled power conditioner, 521
computer system, for an actuation system, 228
computer technology, 2, 61
concentrated load input, problems of dealing with

points of, 259
A concept for European Regulations for Civil

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV’s), 589
conceptual design

creating initial configuration, 409
phase, 409
precursor to preliminary design, 409
process, 411, 412
projects, 410, 415
receiving more attention, 409
typical process for, 412

conceptual methods, employing baseline design,
413

conceptual phase, focusing on a baseline design,
409

conduction paths, leading to static discharge
positions, 156

conicity, of airship hulls, 42
constant increment, at each pressure height, 205
‘constant-weight’ combination, of liquid fuel and

natural gas, 17
constraints, limits imposed by known, 412
consumables, costs of, 454
contained gas, 191–192

centre of gravity (CG) of, 202
at higher pressure, 192

contained gas conditions, 205–207
container weight, 397, 398
continuity condition, 102
control, of HAV, 684
control and response characteristics, illustrating,

78–82
control cars

drag, estimating, 34
large spike attached to the bottom of, 318

control demands, poor response to on landing, 262
control effectiveness, improved, 4
control flaps, for lenticular geometry, 407
control operation, manual and response sluggish,

18
control points, establishment of, 415
control pressure, generated by airscoops, 16
control response, independently augmented, 83
Control Reversal Speed, 662
control surface actuator, failure of, 593
control surfaces

actuators, 220
area of, 179
arrangements, 19
co-ordinated movements of all, 18
deflecting, 32
effectiveness, 671
forces applied by the pilot, 358
hinging, 179
locking in neutral position, 180
notation, 66
one piece or split, 220
operating freely each way, 180

control system, weight considerations, 227–228
controlled touchdown, at prearranged spot, 291
controls, effects of, 358–359
convection, initiated by insolation ceases at night,

337
convective layer, limited volume of air in, 335
convective process, negative feedback to, 335
convective storm, 331
conventional aircraft, exaggerated aspirations for,

449
conventional airships

lift of, 463
as a low-speed vehicle, 1
payloads less than 50 tonnes, 511
vulnerable to wind on the ground, 463

conventional cross-sectional shape, as
body-of-revolution, 415
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conventional design, 457
conventional shape, of the envelope, 457–459
conventional tear testing, 137
conversion factor, between nondimensional forms

for a particular class of shapes, 26
cool air, diving positively into, 363
copolymer (Saran), properties of, 129
Copper Indium Selenide cells, 537
costs

common to all aircraft, 454
for solar-powered airships, 544

cotton
compared to synthetics, 119
plies bonded together using natural rubber, 118
properties of, 119

counter insurgency/terrorism role, 443, 448
Coutelle, Jean Marie-Joseph, 310
crack opening, different forms of, 137
crane lift role, 435, 440, 447
Cranfield University, wind tunnel, 56, 682, 683
crash landing, providing for in design, 255
crash station, specified for military airships, 256
CRED tables, detailed statistics for the period

1980 to 2007, 689
crew

accommodations for, 250–253
of airships, 436
for a hot-air airship versus helium, 605
training for hot-air airships, 616–617

crew training flight, R34 striking ground during,
284

crimp, effects of, 136
critical parts, making electrically nonconductive,

156
critical point, with modern ZTOL airships, 379
CRM 1800, 661
cross flows, on the body, 25
cross section, extent of kink around, 165
crosswind

at cruise altitude, 329
descending below altitude band of, 329

cross-valley flow element, 351
cross-valley wind component, at Inntal, 353
crosswind mooring, 405
crowd control, 313
cruise, vectoring of thrust during, 367
cruise engine, location for, 225
cruise power weight fraction, 678
cruise ship operations

motivation of travel in style and comfort, 440
requirements of, 447

cruise speed
of airships, 436
fuel consumption and, 362
increase in increasing ground speed, 362

crystalline region, of cellulose, 141
crystalline silicon (Si) cells, used in nonairship

applications, 537
CS 30N, 590
cube v. square law, applying, 436

cube-cube law, airships following, 671
cumulus clouds, 335
cumulus humilis clouds, 344
current distribution, on Zeppelin NT, 574
curtain suspension system, 175
cyclist power output, 625
Cyclo-Crane, 479

of Aerolift Inc., 22
complete envelope system rotatable, 434
flight modes of, 480
proposed by Aerolift Inc., 477–479

cycloidal propeller, described, 628
cyclones, 338
cylinder

mass of fluid per unit thickness displaced by, 35
as a tube carrying a bending moment, 675

cylinders, portable pressurized for transportation
of compressed hydrogen, 314

cylindrical air cushions, 657

D series (UK), 493
D2 dirigible, 620
D2-bis airship, 493
D3 (Spirit of the Forest), 493
Dacron, laminated with Mylar and Tedlar, 130
dampers, controlled by the pilot, 241
DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects

Agency)
contracts to Lockheed Martin and Raytheon for

ISIS, 492
WALRUS project, 690

dart shape, 461, 489
database, essential for accurate estimate of

weight, 417
dc motors, weight of conventional, 538
de Lome, Dupuy, 492
dead air, large ducts needed to remove, 110
dead time, of transit to and from operation zone,

444
Dearborn, American trials of Ford mast at, 319
DeBeers project, 558–559
decals, use of, 219
declination, 523
decorative wall coverings, for passenger carrying

flights, 233
deep discharge, no adverse effect on secondary

cell performance, 540
deep mountain valleys, 351, 352
Deering, Tom, 634
defined path, in patrol surveillance, 583
deflation, accomplishing, 254
de-icing fluid solution, spraying envelope with,

365
de-icing systems, for SkyCat 20, 471
DELAG airline, 264
delivery sequence, for CargoLifter, 652
deltoid (delta planform) shape, proposed, 415
deltoid hull, as the lifting agent, 20
deltoid platform, low aspect ratio for the

envelope, 461
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demonstration, of a workable system for MCM,
451

density
changing an airship’s, 290
dependent upon ratio between Off-Standard

and Standard conditions, 190
of the fabric, 217
of the gas, 205, 206
at ISA, 190

Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
University of Southampton, 620

depth-of-discharge, 539, 541
derivative notation, describing aerodynamic

effects, 63
descent

final rate of not critical in unmanned airships,
592

initiating during free ballooning, 373
keeping rate as low as possible, 185, 373

design
beginning with a brief, 630
commencing with definition of requirements,

428
continuous for Airships Industries (UK) Ltd.,

452
data for dirigibles, 624
drivers for unmanned airships, 587–600
efforts preceded by studies, 410
establishing criteria, 212–214
issues, 625, 627
loads and stresses analysis, 448
options, establishing sensitivity of, 409
parameters, evaluating from various disciplines,

417
phases of, 410
principles of the Zeppelin NT, 550
success measured by a figure of merit, 428
synthesis, 409–430
trades and sensitivities, 419–425
weight considerations, 212–214

design and operation, basic parameters of airship,
8–22

design balance deficiencies, 230
Design Bureau Automatica, 502
design categories

capability to realise general airship attributes,
438

civil power roles, 446
civil roles, 446
military roles, 447
paramilitary roles, 447

design phase, 200
design pressure differential, 14
detail design, 409
detail method, estimating weight of each

component, 418
detection data, during searches for

persons-in-the-water, 442
detection range, prime power, weight, and cost as

a function of, 421

deterioration, of the envelope, 455
development programmes, succession of past, 302
development unit, completing first CargoLifter as,

663
Dewars containers, liquid helium in, 504
diamond exploration, 558
dielectric welding, 117
diesel condensate, as highly toxic, 653
diesel cycle, 104, 105
diesel engine, mounted on lower deck, 652
diesel fuel, storing for SkyCat 20, 470
differential constant, keeping within close limits,

15
differential pressure, 9, 14
diffuse irradiation, 525
diffuse solar radiation, 525
digital models, simulating fluid flow over, 635
dimensional derivative symbol, 63
Dinosaure airship, proposed in early 1980s, 468
Dinosaure dynastat, 467
dipoles, converting field energy into heat, 117
direct current collector network, 521
direct normal solar flux, 524, 529
direct operating cost (D.O.C.), 423, 424
direct radiation, contribution from, 531
direct solar energy, 524, 529
direct solar flux, 523
direct solar radiation, 521, 523–524
directional control, 264
dirigible

envelope, 630–631
forces acting on, 631
resistance by various parts of, 632
turning on a dime, 622

dirigible flight, pioneering attempts at, 309
dirigible resistance, components of, 632
disaster relief

funded by charitable contributions, 693
logistics, 687
supply chain management in, 688
supply chains, 688

disasters
climate-related, 689
delays in delivering relief equipment and

supplies, 686
displacement thickness, 34, 400
disposable ballast, form of, 231
disposable lift, 12

determining, 418
falling off with increasing pressure height, 12
of the gasbag, 9
increasing, 394
not changing with altitude, 10
ratio of actual to theoretical maximum, 12

disposable load, 211
distribution system, weight considerations, 229
disturbed airship axes, 65
disturbed flight, perturbation components, 62
disturbing moments, 273
ditching, on water, 155
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diurnal temperature ranges, 214
DKBA DP-800, 502
docking mode, 565
docking procedure to the mast, for Zeppelin NT,

550
docking systems, 274
dome shaped windows, 253
doors, weight of, 222
down vector selection, 366
downburst, 331
downdrafts, 331
downward perturbation, 433
downwind dash, 329
drag. See also aerodynamic drag

of bodies of revolution of constant volume, 27
breakdown for three airships, 30
of a circular cylinder, 42
of the duct, 102
equation for, 672
of the hull, 18
of primary importance, 25–34
reduction of by controlled blowing or suction,

110
semi-empirical relationship for, 682
of a sphere, 592
trend comparison, 426

drag coefficients
expressing, 25
of a particular body, 26
for typical airship hulls, 29

drag curve, for traditional ellipsoidal airships, 595
drag force, 24
drag model, idealised, 400
drag or kite line, lowering with attached ballast

bags, 373
drag point-of-effectiveness, for SL150, 647
drag power, required to stationkeep, 487
drag trend, 426
drain valves, high rate, 247
drift, for any particle, 36
drift mass, equaling the mass of fluid displaced, 36
drive, transmitting to the propeller, 109
dry snow, flying through, 364
dual system, for pressurisation, 161
duct(s)

approximate weight of, 226
as channel only for air intake, 241
effect on flow about a propeller, 100
finding the thrust of, 102
force generated on, 100
improving propulsor efficiency, 226
increasing thrust and thrust/power ratio at zero

forward speed, 102
modelled as a distribution of ring vortices along

its camber line, 100
duct circulation, determining, 103
duct drag, effect of, 102
ducted fan system, proposed for stern propulsion,

404
ducted propellers, 98–103, 109

Dumont, Santos, 314, 440
Durham, Mike, 468
Dynairship, 20, 461, 466, 467
dynamic equation, of motion, 35
dynamic forces, 34–40
dynamic lift, 18, 38
dynamic loads, under all operational conditions,

634
dynamic pressure, effect of, 671
dynamic response, at the hover, 81
dynamic stability analysis, 71–77
dynastat hybrid design proposals, configurations

of, 464–472
dynastats, 464–472

best suited for transport applications, 463
described, 640, 641
landing and loading phases far less complex,

464
shown in Gabrielli von Karman plot, 464

Dyneema. See high performance polyethylene
(HMPE)

early morning, bringing in or out of hangar, 333
Early Warning (Dew line) function, 437
earth orbit satellites, low cost alternative to, 584
earthquake

in China in 2008, 686
in Haiti in 2010, 686
in Japan in 2011, 687
in New Zealand in 2011, 687
in Pakistan in 2005, 686

EASA, AS 105 GD certified for passenger
transport, 614

EASA Document # E.Y013-01 Policy Statement -
Airworthiness Certification of Unmanned
Aircraft Systems (UAS), 589

EASA Permit to Fly, AS 105 GD/6 obtained, 615
Eckener, Hugo, 320, 607
Economic Exclusion Zones (EEZ), 443
economic success, airships lack of, 431
economic viability, of airships, 1, 7
economics, of the airship, 452–455
eddies, entraining fluid from the free stream, 24
edging ring, 163
EFCS (electronic flight control systems), 2, 60, 61
efficiency

decreasing as propulsor loading increases, 90
defined, 97
of flywheel systems, 542
of the H2O2 fuel cell, 540
increasing as forward speed increases, 90
of solar cells, 535–537

efficiency factors, comparison of fin and hull, 52
electric motors, 538, 594
electric servo engine, operating side rudder, 615
electric system, of Zeppelin NT, 574
electrical and avionics group, 228–230
electrical and hydraulic systems, for CargoLifter

CL 160, 661
electrical block diagram, for Sentinel 1000, 249
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electrical bonding philosophy, 156–157
electrical cables, backed by earth braids, 157
electrical emergency equipment, 229
electrical energy, converting to mechanical

energy, 542
electrical equipment, miscellaneous, 230
electrical group, weight of, 228
electrical power. See also power

for airships, 249–250, 481
driving systems, 383
percentage of total power required, 383

electrical power generation system, weight of, 229
electrical power supply, weight penalty of, 227
electrical storm, unacceptable risk for airships, 332
electrical systems

designed to be redundant, 249
on Zeppelin NT, 573–574

electrically powered actuators, weakness in
having, 227

electrolytic cells, 538
electronic circuitry, replacing conventional

commutator, 538
electronic equipment, shedding heat, 253
electronic flight control systems (EFCS), 2, 60, 61
electronic flight instrument system (EFIS), on

Zeppelin NT, 571–572
electronic power requirements, for a military

payload, 213
electrostatic effects, preventing, 152
elevated anchor point, (Sheer-legs), 312
elevator deflection, producing pitching moment

response, 79
elevator reversal, 671–672
elevators, tilting hull axis in deliberate

manoeuvres, 18
ellipsoid, added mass of, 36
ellipsoid (elliptical cross-section) shape, proposed,

415
ellipsoid of revolution

inertia coefficients of, 38
relevant for airships, 36
with the same meridian cross section area and

length as the hull, 37
ellipsoid rotated about its z axis, yawing, 36
ellipsoidal body, aerodynamic lift generated by,

460
elliptic cylinder, added mass of, 36
elliptically shaped envelope, Excel sheet for

designing, 635
EMC (Electromagnetic Compatibility), effort

needed for, 598
emergency conditions, rescue services problems,

155
emergency electrical equipment, 229
emergency escape, 151, 155
Emergency Events Database (EM-DAT), 689
emergency exits, 155
emergency grappling lines, 155
emergency systems, for airships, 254–256
emergency takeoff manoeuvre, performing, 369

EMI (Electromagnetic interference), 598
empennage, of LZ N 07, 549, 563
empirical formulae, used to assess the drag of

bodies, 29
‘empty’ weight, about half gross lift at sea level, 12
empty weight fraction, 677
endurance

as design driver, 588
diagrams for Zeppelin NT, 553
effect of increased weight on, 209
effects, 154
extreme, 432
requirements, 213
very high, 436
of Zeppelin NT, 552

energy
balance for CargoLifter, 667
sources, 107–108
storing as kinetic energy of rotation, 542

engine bay, weight considerations, 222
engine drives and propellers, 384
engine efficiency, as paramount, 105
engine exhaust gases

condensation and collection of water from, 16
cooling to recover water, 248
using to heat lifting gas, 392

engine failure
problems following, 106
during takeoff, 371

engine generated thrust, use of, 109
engine specific weight, 105
engine weights, obtaining bare, 226
engineered materials

designing extreme, 142
emerging, 140–143

engineering design effort, phases of, 409
engineering students, 619, 637
engineers’ theory of bending, 164
engines

choosing a type of, 223
connecting to the propeller via gearing, 384
cruising speed with all in operation, 552
in a different power regime to HTA craft, 379
directly in line with propeller, 226
directly mounted to nacelles on Zeppelin NT,

568
with high oil consumption, 225
installed weight allowance, 225
output power of, 223
repairing in flight, 154
selecting, 381–383
with a small frontal area, 224
of Zeppelin NT, 568

engines or propellers supported on outriggers,
location of, 253

English Channel
attempt to cross in a pedal-powered airship, 623
Nephelios crossing in 2011, 486

Entreprenant, 310
envelop materials, properties of, 114
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envelope
for an airship, 455
allowance for other items fitted to, 219
bonded with lightning conductors, 332
buckling at the end of stiffening members, 181
circumferential direction of, 121
as a closed volume, 198
connections at the lower surface, 176
design criteria, 215–216
design of, 633–634
double-skinned to reduce heat transfer

coefficient, 396
emergency situations requiring rapid deflation

of, 254
gas contained within, 191–192
geometrical attributes, 169
gore patterns, 634–635
for a human-powered dirigible, 630–631
ice accreting very quickly on the front of, 331
initiation of a tear less important than

propagation, 138
interior of inaccessible, 253
kinked, 165
manufactured from strips of material, 167
material for, 633
as an open system, 198
pilot and passengers seated inside, 462
potential benefits and effects of pressure

stabilised, 167
remaining under positive tension, 163
requirements for an airship, 13
scaling linear dimensions, 215
sealing with paraffin on inner surface, 118
specifying anticipated loads on, 634
supporting gondola’s suspended mass

proportional to fabric tension, 170
suspension/attachment to, 221
tension in membrane, 176
tension not rising as deflection or load

increases, 176
upper portion of exterior, 253
weighing deflated, 235
wrinkle developing around the cross section,

165
of Zeppelin NT, 562–563

envelope area, relative to sphere, 459
envelope bending moments, analysing, 634
envelope configuration, selection of, 414
envelope fabric

area density versus volume, 218
considering, 416
ignited first in the Hindenburg, 505
weight of, 217

envelope materials
joined by mix of sewn and bonded joints, 118
modern, 60
from natural fibres, 118
not forming membranes impervious to gases,

133
properties of, 131–140

properties of coatings suitable for, 128
weight effect on total envelope weight, 544

envelope mounted (outriggers) propulsor, 225
envelope mounted (rear of envelope) propulsor,

225
envelope or hull structure, of an airship, 160–170
envelope pressure

maintaining a constant, 162
operating automatically in Zeppelin NT, 549
at pressure height, 371

envelope pressurisation, main components of the
control of, 228

envelope rigidity, calculating pressure required
for, 163

envelope shape
attempting to alter, 459
with rounded ends, 170

envelope skin area, 395
envelope stress, 634
envelope tension, resolved components of, 176
envelope volume

determined by physical measurement, 236
as either gross or not, 192
estimating weight using, 215

envelope weight
absorbing a large proportion of gross lift, 14
components of, 391
versus gross lift, 544
increased to contain higher gas pressure, 391
minimising, 635
proportional to surface area, 457

envelope weight fraction, 678
environmental degradation, resistance to, 114
epoxy resin, HMPE fibers not compatible with,

126
equations of motion

assumptions reducing to a reasonably simple
level, 63

development of, 63–67
six degrees of freedom, 64

equilibrium, reached via heat exchange, 670
Equilibrium (EQ), maintaining correct, 287
equilibrium control, 150–151
equipment, designed to deal with all fundamental

basic GH requirements, 312
equipment bay, weight considerations, 223
equipment mounting, weight of within the cabin,

222
escape slides, not suitable for airships, 155
exchange, terminating before completion, 657
exchange sequence, for either active frame

system, 656
exchange time, reducing required, 656
exhaust water recovery, reducing in-flight weight

loss, 389
Exocet missiles, losses to, 444
expedition, to the ‘Arctic Sky,’ 610
exploration, by unmanned airships, 586
exterior geometry, maintaining fixed, 239
external environment, causing deterioration, 455
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external lighting, for SkyCat 20, 471
external mountings, requirements for, 221
external signatures, of airships, 437
‘Eye in the Sky’ EC programme, 556

FAA, UAS airship program, 589
FAA (US ADC), bending moment formula, 163
FAA Memorandum AFS-400 UAS Policy 05-01,

589
FAA-ADC (Airship Design Criteria), 633
fabric bag, lowered to the sea, 248
fabric cover, attached by a system of radial

catenary curtains, 500
fabric structures

analysing using FE methods, 158
conforming with idealised shape, 159
interacting with essentially rigid structures, 159
as largest component of the hull, 216–218
shapes taken by, 159
ultimate factor of 4 usually required, 158

fabrics, properties of, 119
facilities

for specialists onboard, 252
to trim or change cg-cb position, 201

fail-safe principles, applying, 153
failure effects, 154
fairing technique, excess volume created by, 415
falling temperature, tending to increase densities

but reduce volume, 10
fan pressure system, 508
fan thrust units, mounted at aft of gondola, 66
FanWing, consisting of a cylindrical radial turbine,

629
fanwing ideas, for human powered dirigible, 629
FBW. See fly-by-wire (FBW)
FE models, validation of, 159
feasibility studies, carrying out, 212
Fecher, Jurgen, 576
feedback control loops, closing, 83
fibre

schematic of molecular chain structure of, 120
world’s strongest, 126

fibre optics, employing, 228
fibrous structural integrity, protecting, 119
field loading, with mobile handling facilities, 512
Field of View (FOV) coverage, 583
film, incorporating as gas barrier, 127
fin(s)

on an airship, 31
comprising set of interlocked spars and ribs, 178
constructing from major sub-assemblies, 178
fittings to install on the envelope, 179
no historical agreement on correct size for, 661
position along the hull influences determining,

178
separated by a body, 43
subjected to large bending effects, 408

fin and hull efficiency factors, deduced from
experimental data, 45

fin effectiveness, assessing for HAV, 684

fin forces, estimating, 42
fin geometry, showing, 43
fin group, components considered with, 220
fin loads, presenting a particular difficulty, 661
fin planform areas, definition of, 43
fin structure

supported by the fabric envelope, 60
weight of, 220

final assembly weights, 235
financial support, inconsistency of, 317
fine mesh stocking, 55
Fineness Ratio, of a body, 26
finger patches, on envelope’s lower surface, 172
finishing processes, affecting tear strength, 136
finite element (FE) methods, employing, 158–159
fire protection, for engines, 222
first stab airship weight, deriving, 209
first wave blimps and semirigids (1899-1939) era 2,

292
fishery protection/antipiracy role, 443, 448
fixed anchor points, on the ground, 652
fixed docking systems, demanding precise control

of the airship, 274
fixed wake models, 95
fixed wing aircraft, elapsed time between out and

return journeys, 439
fixed/rotary wing aircraft, adding an external

payload, 586
flat plane, in the envelope, 9
flat plate area, plotted against wetted area, 426
flat-body airship shapes, 461
flattened-body airship designs, 461
Flex Fatigue (FF), comparative testing of, 127
flexible cylinder, theoretical buckling, 166
flexural properties, of envelope and ballonet

materials, 139–140
flight

access in provided to each nacelle, 170
at incidence, 38

flight and thrust vector control system, of
Zeppelin NT, 549

flight control
as design driver, 596–598
of Zeppelin NT, 569–570

flight control system (FCS), 84, 227
flight management system, in SkyCat 20, 470
flight mechanics, general aspects, 670–672
flight options, constantly reviewing, 355
flight-services, energy required for, 521
floating shed, 315
flooding

in Mozambique in 2000, 686
in Pakistan in 2008, 686

floors, weight of, 222
Flotran, used for CFD testing, 635
flow, 24, 88
flow batteries, 540
flow separation, in an adverse pressure gradient,

41
flow testing, unsteady, 56–57
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flow velocity, 92, 93
flow visualisation photographs, 42
fluid(s)

deceleration of, 24
gaining kinetic energy, 34
kinetic energy in, 34
requirements for, 225

fluid particle paths, 35
fly-by-light (FBL) control systems, 60

through optic fibres, 19
utilizing fibre optics, 252

fly-by-wire (FBW), 60
design process considerations, 83
extending to include control and stability

augmentation, 83
operated on a side stick on Zeppelin NT, 564
signals, 19
transferring pilot control inputs to control

surfaces on Zeppelin NT, 569
fly-by-wire or fly-by-light control systems, with

electric actuation of control surfaces, 358
fly-by-wire/power-by-wire technology, in

Zeppelin NT, 549
flying, optimum location near the central axis of a

broad ridge, 343
flying aircraft carriers, 321
flying controls, 82, 368
flying moor, making to a high mast, 319
flying platform, Zeppelin NT examples as,

556–559
flying qualities requirements, 83–84
flying saucer. See also lenticular form

lenticular shape described as, 459
as a lifting body concept, 20

flying wing delta platform shape hybrid airship,
466

flywheel materials, characteristics for large scale
energy systems, 543

flywheel systems, characteristics of, 542
flywheels, 542
fog, radiation and advection, 333
following wind, providing different problems, 362
force

on the cross section per unit length, 41
on a small area around a point, 23

force distribution, along the hull, 39
force equations, writing, 64
force estimation, for three-dimensional bodies, 37
forces

acting sideways owing to crosswinds, 270
on an airship in curved flight, 39
on an airship while moored, 269–272
on a dirigible, 631
estimating, 42

forcing function, information on, 57
forecasting services, for storms, 337
form (or pressure) drag, described, 25
form drag, 26, 400, 401
formation flight, 377
forward and aft ballonets, 218

forward thrust, reduced, 400
four rotor rotastat, 473
four rotors, 473–476
fractional distillation, extracting helium, 504
fracto cumulus clouds, 351
fracture mechanics approach, 137, 138
fragile shell, as a generic physical GH problem,

285–286
frame, bouncing on the ground, 658
frame formats, for CargoLifter, 650
frame position, vertical control of, 659
free balloon landing, 372, 373
free ballooning, 372–374
freedom, 6 degrees of, 291
freight role, 447
freight traffic, one way only, 439
freight transport roles, 439
French Oehmichen Heliostat, 256
frequency clearances, 585, 598
friction layer, mechanical turbulence in, 329
frontal cloud band, active section of, 342
frontal low pressure systems, mid-latitude,

338–345
frontal lows

avoiding flying into central part of any, 343
developing from small spiral circulations, 340
expected to become more energetic, 343
having very active spiral frontal bands, 341
new patterns evolving in past 20 years, 339

frontal rain, 341
front-end process, 424
Froude efficiency, 90
fuel

and ballast storage container combination, 246
characteristics of various, 107
generating electrical power requirement, 383
as large part of static heaviness, 597
permitting as dumpable ballast, 386
required for power generation, 229
required to cover a given still-air distance, 18
as trim media on Zeppelin NT, 569
type of, 224
used not exceeding difference between

maximum heaviness and maximum lightness,
383

fuel and condensate, handling of, 653
fuel bladders, stored on the surface vessel, 257
fuel capacity and consumption, of the Zeppelin

NT, 549
fuel cells

advantages over batteries, 541
classified according to electrolyte, 541
described, 540–541
effect of size on specific energy, 541
lighter than batteries, 541
not required for operations above the Antarctic

zone in summer, 489
as preferable to batteries, 542
relationship between cost and energy storage

capacity, 543
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fuel cells (cont.)
reliability of, 541
requirements for use with solar cells, 541
weight and volume of, 541
weight of, 544

fuel consumption, 224
cruise speed and, 362
for different aircraft types, 381
improvements, 4

fuel efficiency, of dynastats compared to
helicopters, 464

fuel filler neck, on Zeppelin NT, 565
fuel flow, at ground idle, 381
fuel pick-up system, experimental, 246
fuel storage tanks, construction of, 247
fuel systems

for airships, 245–248
weight of, 227
of Zeppelin NT, 568–569

fuel tankage, 221, 222
fuel tanks, 245, 246
fuel volume, increased for hydrogen, 108
Full Tensor Gravity Gradiometer (Air-FTG)

system, 558
functional analysis, 626–629, 631
functional requirements, 425
funding, for heavy lift airships, 693–694
fuselage, of Zeppelin NT, 559–563

GA-42, gondola of, 172
Gallagher, 620
Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) solar cells, 537
Gamma, British Army airship vectoring

propellers, 264
gas

in the envelope free to expand, 10
venting, 196

gas airships, as very expensive to operate, 605
gas balloon, superior nature of, 311
gas barrier film, search for a better, 134
gas cell, inflating, 318
gas constant, for air, 204
gas container’s shape, varying, 156
gas heating, effects of, 394
Gas Law, 194
gas lift

calculating, 386
for a particular volume envelope, 385–386
per envelope volume, 385

gas mass properties, derivation of, 203–207
gas pressure bending moment, 673–677
gas pressure relief valves, 162
gas retention component, of laminate materials,

127–128
gas space, behaving like expandable gasbag in

open atmosphere, 16
gas temperature

recording, 372
rising, 13

gas thrusters, 275

Gas Transporter, 498, 499
gas turbines, 16
gas valves

installing for control purposes, 162
located on the side of the envelope, 244

gasbags
full at sea (level), 12
lift of, 9
lighter in rigid airships, 13
skin design, 10

gas-filled balloon, first free-flight of, 311
gas-lift, supporting only empty weight of vehicle,

432
gastight fabric, 118
gearboxes, weight of, 224
GEFA-FLUG

airship training courses, 617
airships used for various purposes, 604
developing airships since 1970s, 604
developing hot-air airships, 508
European airship marketing venture, 617
hot-air airships certified for commercial

passenger flying, 607
GEFA-FLUG 6 seater airship, 616
GEFA-FLUG airship project, in Tanzania, 509
GEFA-Flug no. 1 airship, 603
Geiser, Luc, 622
general aviation air vehicle, equation for amin

landing gear of, 417
generation system, weight of, 229
generators

driven by propulsion engines, 249, 383
horsepower required to drive, 249
mounted in each fin powered by pneumatics,

227
multiple installed, 249
supplying electrical power for Zeppelin NT, 549

generic GH tasks, identifying, 302–305
geometry

of an airship, 416
defining, 428

geostationary meteorological observation
satellites, 346

geo-stationary position, SL150 maintaining in
no-wind condition, 647

German Aerospace Centre (DLR), flying
Zeppelin NT over Bavarian capital of
Munich, 557

German GH System, 292, 293–294
German Halle based sequence, original, 296
German LBA, certification as a four-seater for AS

105 GD, 614
German Lufttüchtigkeitsforderungen für

Luftschiffe [LFLS], 633
German Mining Technology, technological

support from, 610
German Navy Zeppelins, beyond prototype stage,

316
German WDL airships, equipped with two fuel

tanks, 246
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German wings airship, 617
German Zeppelin force, in World War I, 443
Germany, using airships to fly food, medicine and

equipment from Bulgaria to East Africa in
1917, 687, 695

GH. See Ground Handling (GH)
GH Equipment (GHE), 279, 293
GH Infrastructure (GHI), 279
GH methods, summary of, 296
GH requirements, fundamental, 311, 313
GH system requirements, generic, 291–292
GH systems

array of incomplete, 317
evolution of, 309–322
necessary elements intrinsic to, 279
used by war-time patrol blimps, 298

GH tasks, offloading to other groups of personnel,
304

Gibbins, R.P., 274
Gibraltar straits area, searching visually for mines

in, 445
Giffard airship of 1851, 432
Giffard design of 1851, 448
glacier wind, at snout of a glacier, 353
glass, properties of, 125, 142
glider, compared with an airship, 153
global upper atmospheric wind profiles,

examination of, 487
global warming

introducing more extreme weather events,
355

producing new patterns of weather, 4, 327
recent acceleration of influence on changes in

patterns of frontal lows, 343
steady increase in both annual average and

extreme air temperatures in western
European cities, 348

global weather satellite observation system,
means of testing global models, 328

Gomes, Sergio B.V., 84
gondola, 170–172

associated structure group, 221–223
configuration and location of, 221
cross sections, 171
depth roughly controlled by human

proportions, 170
generally underslung some way below, 172
length increasingly important, 170
lengthening using battens, 176
of LZ N 07, 564
modification to the hull pressure caused by, 31
motion beneath the envelope, 176
mounted inboard (propulsors outboard)

system, 224
outboard mounted propulsor, 224–225
partially inserted via a large aperture into lower

envelope surface, 177
physical relationship with envelope, 428
placing as many systems as possible into a

single, 170

placing partially inside the envelope, 173
shear force and bending considerations, 154
single as the norm for nonrigid airships, 170
sizing, 414
structure heavily dependent on airship’s role,

172
support system, 172–177
suspended mass, 170
suspended weight to length ratio, 176
type of, 171
volume, 428
weighing conventionally throughout it’s build,

234
weight prior to envelope attachment, 234–235
as working centre of the airship, 171

Goodyear Aerospace, U.S. Navy airships built by,
241

Goodyear Blimp, as long endurance camera
platform, 440

Goodyear designs, landing airships configured on,
334

Goodyear GZ 20, polyester used in envelope of,
119

Goodyear GZ-22, propulsive units vectored
vertically, 256

Goodyear method, 281
Goodyear proposal, for Four Rotors, 473
Gordon Bennett gas balloon race, hydrogen

legally used in, 591
gores, 167

construction methods, 634
making up envelope profile, 217
from which an envelope is constructed, 121

government funding, of heavy lift airships, 694
GPS-based moving-map cockpit data display

systems, 355
Graf Zeppelin 1, minimised need for venting

hydrogen, 258
Graf Zeppelin (1928–37), 607

avoiding weight loss through fuel consumption,
17

fuelled with a mixture of propane and
hydrogen, 107

Graf Zeppelin II, 13
graphite (AS4), properties of, 125, 142
gravitational force, static, 65
gravity gradiometer system, improved, 558
Great Storm of October 1987, 339
green nanoparticles, unique sources of, 141
grid points, giving zero flow velocity normal to the

surface of the body at, 49
Griffith energy balance, form of, 138
gross envelope volume, 217
gross lift

of an airship, 194
decreasing, 196
defined, 196
furnishing upward force, 9
of the gasbag, 9
of a gasbag independent of shape, 9
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gross lift (cont.)
per unit volume, 9
required, 418

gross static lift, 192
gross weight

of an airship, 211
first estimate, 428

ground crew
needed before first flight crew and pilots, 280
problems solved by, 301
re-evaluating role of, 279–280
training extremely well, 616

ground equipment, for Zeppelin NT, 550
ground fender, landing gear as, 183
ground handlers, looking after moored airships,

308
ground handling area, ideal, 334
ground handling (GH)

of airships, 259–260, 454
as all or nothing, 305
CargoLifter CL 160, 664–665
of conventional airships, 3
declared to be impediment to successful

development of airships, 298
defined, 308
defining, 300–309
effect of size on, 272–273
as an empirical science, 298
establishing in its central role, 278
evolution of systems, 292–298
few scientific studies during PGVLA

development, 323
future systems, 274–276
generic problems, 285–292
great unsolved problem, 278
historical review of techniques, 263–268
ideas preserved in historical records, 284
as a key factor in heavy operation, 640
low regard for based on several false

perceptions, 298–299
maintaining a temperature differential

throughout, 395
requirements, 3, 260–263
role of the pilot, 368–369
scale model for, 323–324
sequence of events, 299, 300
survey of problem, 260
system for CargoLifter, 649

Ground Handling Manuals, for airships, 298
ground handling party, dependence on, 357
ground idle fuel flow, self-sustaining, 381
ground impact protection device, point loads

generated by, 286
ground manoeuvring, thrust vectoring generally

not used during, 366
ground movements, 261
ground operation, of Zeppelin NT, 574–575
ground power unit, maintaining onboard

functions on the ground, 250
ground proximity warning system, 333

ground related tasks, executing from the airship,
152

ground resistance, reduction of, 183
ground roll, achieving takeoff or landing, 432
ground speeds, 291, 362
Ground Support, for expeditionary remote or

temporary bases, 305
Ground Support Equipment (GSE), 279
ground train, of a road mobile mooring mast and

several other vehicles, 454
group weights, for structural system and

propulsion system, 428
growth discontinuity, identifying magnitude of,

435
Growth Factor method, 417
Grzimek, flight-expedition in Tanzania in 1958,

609
gust fronts, reaching places out of sight of the

storm, 345
gusting

effects of, 19
vertical component of, 45

gusting side winds, inducing side loads, 272
gusty wind conditions, small amount of up vector,

366
GZ22 airship, manual handling, 454

H2O2 fuel cell, 541
H2/O2 fuel system, regenerative, 488
HAA prototype airship, 490
Haiti, earthquake in 2010, 686, 691
HALE-D (High Altitude Long Endurance

Demonstrator), 490
Halle, walking directly into, 293
HALROP (High-Altitude Long Range

Observation Platform), 461, 489, 494
HALROP-20, 486
HALROP-20 and -23, 489
handles, limited number of, 281
Handley, Alan, 502
hangar. See also shed

facilities available for structure construction
and maintenance, 152

mechanical turbulence generated around, 330
removal to for major overhauls, 253
weigh-off, 234, 235–236

hangarage, large building required, 260–261
hard profile, 400
hardware

of GH, 279
moving large number of, 688

Harrison’s survey, 136
hauling up circle, 320
HAV analysis method, 684
HAV Ltd., analysis at, 683
HAV-3 scale demonstrator, 471
HAV304 airship platform, 471
head fasteners, raised, 154
headwinds, 387, 388
heat bonded joint, 130
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heat flow, 395
heat loss, through the skin, 395
heating

applying via air in ballonets, 392
penalties in time, weight and energy incurred in,

395
heating effect, greenhouse type of, 197
Heave Mode, 74
heave/pitch subsidence mode, 79
heavier-than-air (HTA) aircraft

APUs powered by small turbines with poor
SFCs, 383

engines driving propellers directly, 384
payload limitations of, 379
power off-take compared with, 383
proposed for all roles because they existed,

449
way of thinking, 298

heaviness
considered to be, 360
countered by vectored thrust, 642
decreasing with size, 307
equalling water and other disposable ballast,

386
increasing posing problems, 360
at takeoff, 105
throughout the mission, 597

heaviness quotes, values of, 358
heaviness range, 230, 684
heavy airship

advantageously flown on the sunny side of a
cloud line, 345

as close to stall during takeoff or landing, 18
heavy equipment, external mounting of, 223
heavy flying, 597
heavy lift

in airship practice, 640
applications, 7
loading and unloading, 276
scale of components involved in, 653
by unmanned airships, 583–584

heavy lift airships
Aerostat, 640, 645, 647
Aircrane, 645, 665
CargoLifter, 647–678
development over the past thirty years, 689
Dynastat, 463, 464, 466, 467, 468, 641
generalized performance, 641
HAV (Hybrid Air Vehicle), 690
LEMV (Long Endurance Multi-Intelligence

Vehicle), 458, 468, 471, 472
performance generalised, 512
publicised need for in two countries, 694
Rotastat, 464, 472–477
Skyhook, 475
SkyLifter, 645, 646, 647

heavy lift helicopter (H.L.H.), 463
Heavy Lift (HL), pioneer in the concept of, 512
heavy lift variant (SL 150), 513
heavy lift version (SL150), 646

heavy loads
carried by large airships or smaller size hybrid

airships, 511
carrying directly from factory to intended

destination, 689
heavy point load, supporting in a balanced way,

645
heavy points, 286
heavy rainstorms, over any land surface, 341
Hedgepeth’s model of stress concentration

factors, 138
height dependent pressure, added to pre-tension

required, 673
helical vortex, geometry of, 102
helicopter/airship hybrid concept, 276
helicopters

aerostatically enhanced, 21
crane lift requirements largely met by, 440
derivatives of military designs, 440
tail rotors replaced by axial thrust propellers, 22
technology limiting payload lifting capacity, 691

Heliostat, 476
Heliship, 476
Heli-Stat. See Piasecki Heli-Stat
Helitruck, 473, 474
helium

availability widespread, 448
choosing materials with least permeability to,

134
compared to hydrogen, 591
contained gas assumed to be, 191
exclusive use of in current airship concepts, 258
high cost of, 16
inefficiency meaning larger airships, 506
lift compared to hydrogen, 506
as lifting gas, 504–505
loss effects of, 134
loss from an envelope, 134
losses, 134
nonflammable, 505
purity of, 385
smallest molecular diameter of all gases, 133
unit lift of, 9
unlikely to be 100% pure, 205

helium airships, ongoing costs, 605
helium dump, decreasing lightness in an

emergency, 380
helium permeability, 134
helium space, blowing air directly into, 256
helium storage, liquefied, 398
helium valves, 251, 591
helium vent valve, installing, 598
Helmholtz Association, 557
high altitude

applications for solar power in airships, 483
high fidelity optics as heavier, 582
ice crystal layer cloud (cirrostratus), 344
solar powered airships, 486–492
surveillance, 581
unmanned airships, 486
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High Altitude Airships (HAA), 486, 490
high drag, generated by lenticular geometry, 408
high envelope pressures, needed for turbulent

weather and rapid manoeuvres, 162
high fence, surrounding whole site, 313
High Frequency (13-100MHz) welding, 117
high mast, in British system, 294
high modulus polyester film

(Mylar-DuPont-Teijin), 128
high modulus polypropylene (HMPP), properties

of, 125
high performance fibrous materials, properties of,

142
high performance polyethylene (HMPE), 125,

126, 127
high pressure, flying in travelling ridge of, 343
high pressure air, available from gas turbines,

111
high pressure systems

airship flying successfully completed in, 337
centre of, 334
low clouds developing within, 335
with macroscale, 335
weak horizontal pressure gradients in most,

347
high strength coated textile materials, use in two

areas, 138
high tenacity fabric, pressed together with high

modulus films, 122
high-altitude airships, as astronomical platforms,

487
High-Altitude Long Range Observation Platform

(HALROP). See HALROP (High-Altitude
Long Range Observation Platform)

high-altitude long-endurance surveillance airship,
fuelled by hydrogen engines, 496

high-altitude microwave-powered airship, 495
high-tenacity polyallylate fibre, 127
Hindenburg

CargoLifter compared to, 649
catastrophe at Lakehurst in 1937, 258
crash in 1937, 296
disaster to, 449
envelope fabric ignited first, 505
length and gas capacity of, 14
lifting gas capacity of, 511, 641
publicised loss of, 437
rain gutters used in, 249

hinge brackets, needed to carry the control
surface, 179

hinge moments, 53
HIRF (High Intensity Radiated Fields),

unmanned airship exposed to, 598
Hi-Spot, proposed unmanned airship, 489
Hi-Tec Zeppelin NT, 606
HMPE. See high performance polyethylene

(HMPE)
HMPP. See high modulus polypropylene (HMPP)
HMS Endurance, sovereignty enforcement role

of, 443
Hochstetler, Ron, 691

hoisting station, on U.S. Navy airships, 257
hoop stresses, directly proportional to shell

diameter, 501
horizontal and vertical energy, need to reduce to

zero, 262
horizontal fins, cantilevered out from trailing

edge, 407
horizontal force, resolution of, 269
horizontal surfaces, synchronised to operate like a

conventional elevator, 65
horizontal tailfins, on an airship, 18
horizontal transverse axis, 432
horsepower, required to overcome resistance, 633
hot air

as lifting medium, 507–509
operational and economic advantages, 13

hot air balloon flying, short course of, 357
hot air ballooning, as a significant sport, 440
hot air balloons

definition related to GH of modern, 301
as an extreme case of superheat, 13
license, 616
as wind toys, 607

hot-air airships, 602–618
in the 1990s as pressure airships, 602
ability to hover over a defined area, 607
carrying by road to new place of operation, 605
compared to gas airships, 350
disadvantages, 606
environmental monitoring as an additional

market, 607–608
first market for, 607
general characteristics, 6, 606–607
versus helium, 605–606
inflated on the launch field, 606
low cost when not in use, 605
main market for, 604
operational experiences, 608–609
requiring more volume than helium ships, 508
‘serious’ research on, 610
types of, 508
weather dependent, 604

hourly component, of D.O.C., 424
hover

control and response at, 81
dynamic response at, 81

hover cushion
landing system, 469
with suck down capability, 682

hovering, 367–368
hovering position, attainable by a large airship,

653
HTA. See heavier-than-air (HTA) aircraft
hull. See also bare hull

aerodynamic drag of, 399
altering angle of attack, 290
apparent mass of affected by its geometry, 37
boundary layer thick at stern, 33
centre of gravity of, 38
CFD and experimental data comparison for an

isolated, 52
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of the conventional airship, 1
low drag shape for, 29
spectrum of the lift produced on, 46
strength of, 288
variation of side-force coefficient with cross

crosswind angle, 272
hull assemblies, weight breakdown, 216
hull centre line, flying with an angle of yaw, 38
hull drag, drag of other components expressed as

fractions of, 682
hull forces, evaluating, 42
hull geometry, defining and developing, 428
hull group, weight estimation, 215–219, 235
hull profile, of a pressure airship, 13
hull rigidity, categorisation according to, 435–436
hull shape, classical streamline problems in

ground handling, 19
hull weight, difference diminishing with size, 436
human dirigible propulsion, functional analysis,

628
human factors, considering, 624
human factors engineering, 6, 623
human figure model, in MQ Pro, 626
human interaction, limited degree of greatly

facilitating landing, 267
human pilot, aerodynamic drag attributed to,

632
human power, for airships, 492–494
human powered dirigibles, 6

design criteria, 7
design of, 619
design study to develop, 630
more recent developments in, 620–623

humanitarian relief airship, developing, 693
humanitarian relief operations, airship suited for,

7
humanitarian supply chains

fraught with uncertainty, 688
lacking rapid deployment abilities, 688

human-powered aircraft, designing a propeller
for, 622

human-powered airship flight, safety
considerations for, 493

human-powered airships, characteristics of, 492
humidity, effect of increasing, 198
hunting motion, as position control system seeks a

null point, 650
hurricanes, 347. See also tropical rotating storms
Hybrid Air Vehicles (HAV), 690

aerodynamic aspects of, 681–684
combining different types of lift, 468–469, 641
defined, 681
described, 5
flying demonstrator, 469, 642
heaviness range, 642
intended for operations in remote areas, 473
lift characteristics of, 684
lift provided for, 643
observation of flight of sub-scale demonstrator,

684
potential advantages of, 681–682

series of airships, 641
under technical leadership of Roger Munk, 468
types of lift provided for, 468

hybrid airship-helicopter, 21
hybrid airships
aerodynamics, 681–684

employing a type of ballonet system, 240
heavy lift, 277
improving on some features of parent

heavier-than-air craft, 463
lift of, 463
types, 464

hybrid heavy lift air vehicle (HAV)
in humanitarian relief mission, 691
impression of, 643

hybrid hull, considered as a low aspect ratio wing,
683

‘hybrid’ layouts, dispensing with use of ballast, 19
hybrids, nonconventional types of airship, 149
hydraulic fluid, weight of, 232
hydraulic power, as another suitable power

source, 232
hydraulic systems

on CargoLifter, 667
on Zeppelin NT, 572–573

hydrogen
as acceptable alternative to oil based fuels, 108
compared to helium, 591
drawn from gas cells into engines, 496
as fuel for airships, 494–496
as a lifting gas in airships/balloons, 505–507
as never actually causing an airship accident,

506
portable metal cylinders to hold pressurised,

318
of special interest due to its low weight per unit

heat release, 107
unit lift of, 9
venting to reduce aerostatic lift on descent, 258

hydrogen based airships, revived interest in, 507
hydrogen cell, based within the helium cells of a

1000 ton rigid craft, 496
hydrogen-filled airships, prone to catastrophic

fire, 258
Hydrogen-Chloride cell, effective specific energy

of, 541
hydrogen-filled gas balloon, world’s first, 311
hydrolysis, better resistance to, 119
hydrolytic degradation, polyamides subject to,

125
hypodermic tubing, inserted from inside the

model, 53
hypothetical airships, applying full model to, 51
hysteresis effect, 40
Hytrel, 130

ICE. See internal combustion engine (ICE)
icing

conditions, 331, 365
effects of, 197, 332

ideal flow profile, generating a new, 400
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IFR/VFR operation, in SkyCat 20, 470
ILC Dover, 472
iMike human figure model, 625, 627
Imperial Airship Scheme prototypes, 321
implied payload, accounting for, 212
inboard engine/outboard propulsor configuration,

assuming, 226
incidence

flight at, 38
as yaw angle, 39

incident flow, along body principal axes, 37
incident solar energy, part absorbed as heat, 537
incident velocity, on the propulsor, 109
inclinometer, mounted at pilot’s side at head level,

252
incoming cable, bisecting cusp angle equally, 175
induced drag, described, 25
induced drag coefficient, 683
induced velocity

estimation of, 93–95
finding, 100
at the propeller disc, 102

inertia
of the airship, 375
apparent moments of, 64
apparent products of, 64
balance against, 157
consequent different from varying ground

speed, 291
inertia coefficients, of an ellipsoid of revolution, 38
inertia factors, 37
inertia forces, ultimate specified in UK and US

requirements, 256
inertial effect, 269
inflated tube, maximum tensile stress of, 168
inflation, on one day and flight on the next, 309
inflation fraction, 11

effective, 16
when ‘cold’ at sea level, 392

in-flight fuel usage, maximum, 379–380
initial transit manoeuvre, options at the end of,

288
initial vehicle integrator, 414
inland tourist areas, opening, 440
inner duct contour, use of, 103
Innsbruck, in Austria, 353
Inntal, U-shaped glacial valley, 353
inspection criteria, development of workmanship,

117
instability, of lenticular geometry, 406
installed thrust, defined by drag at maximum

speed, 672
instructions, for sequential and concurrent tasks,

279
Instrument Flying, pilot qualified for, 333
instrument noise level, of an airship, 559
instrument panel, on Zeppelin NT, 571
insulation, weight of, 222
intake ports, locating, 241
integrated function, design process as, 427

intelligence gathering mode, of P-791 Hybrid Air
Vehicle, 690

interface movements, improvements, 4
Intergovernmental Panel on Climatic Change, 4th

Assessment Report, 327
internal cables, avoiding slosh against, 161
internal combustion engine (ICE), 104
internal cross bracing, holding lattice

arrangement, 178
internal engine installations, 253
internal lighting, for SkyCat 20, 471
internal loads, compared with agreed allowable

loads, 157
internal monocoque airship, details, 497
internal monocoque structure, 500–501
internal pressure

at bottom of the ship, 674
differential, 197
direct relation with dynamic pressure, 675

internal rigid structure, 562
internal suspension system, supporting the

gondola, 173
internal suspensions, dependency of the length of,

674
international funding, of heavy lift airships, 694
Internet handshake protocol, 598
inviscid flow, 38, 49
inviscid solution speed, attaining, 24
Iron Horse (mobile mast), 293, 295, 320
ISA (International Standard Atmosphere), 12,

189
Arctic minimum, 12
series of temperature gradients, 189
‘tropical maximum’ condition, 12

I.S.A. gas lift, acceptable over water, 386
ISA Sea Level (SL) condition, 189, 191
ISIS high altitude solar powered airship

(Integrated Sensor is Structure), 491
islands, cities located on, 350
isobars, flying, 387
Italia airship, 607
Italian CRM unit, designed for use in high speed

motor launches, 661
Italian Forlanini Omnia Dir, bow and stern high

pressure air jets, 256

jammed control surface, in manned or unmanned
airships, 593

Japan, earthquake and tsumani in 2011, 687
Jess, Peter, 475, 644
jet, boundary of, 100
jet aircraft, often struck by lightning, 332
jet flap, vectored, 662
jet stream, acting as a fast conveyor belt for air,

339
jettison actuation, 231
Jill, model for use in SolidWorks, 625
jointing tapes, described, 169
joints

agent responsible for making, 130
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bonding directly to the load bearing
component, 122

in laminated materials stronger than materials
themselves, 130

made by butting adjacent gores together, 168
method of making modified, 121

Joule cycle, 104, 105
jute, cracking genetic sequence code of, 142

Kaemf and Well, automatic flight management
and control system for RPAs, 510

Kapton (polyimide PI film), bias modulus and
unique gas barrier membrane, 122

Karman vortex train, 330
katabatic (downslope) winds, 352
keel, 13
keel design, of CargoLifter CL 160, 660
Kelvin scale, 189

ice point, 203
Kevlar

properties of, 125
specific energies for flywheels using, 542

Kevlar flywheel, weight of, 544
Kevlar-covered aluminium frame, housing six

gasbags, 460
kimberlites, detecting, 558
kinetic energy

added to the fluid, 89
of descent, 183
effective, 542
rate of change equaling work done by external

forces, 35
kink, developing, 164
kiting motion, 151, 185
Krell, Otto, 315
Kutta condition, satisfying at the trailing edge, 100
Kutta-Zhukowsky theorem, 94

L127 ‘Graf Zeppelin’ rigid airship, successful
global circumnavigation, 328

La France, employing a 7 kW electrical motor and
460 kg of batteries, 481

Lagrange trajectories, measurements along, 558
Lakehurst, high mast at new Naval Air Station,

319
laminar flow

all airships benefitting by landing in, 335
layers of air moving parallel to the surface, 24
throughout, 401

laminate
consisting of components, 121
improved, 140
typical, 121

laminate components, permeability of, 134
laminate development process sequences, 116–117
laminate joint, typical, 130
laminate material joint, section through typical,

130
laminate materials, 121–122

in ballonets, 131

potential, 130–131
properties of film materials for use in, 129
section through typical, 122
typical fibre properties, 125

laminated envelope materials, behaviour of, 132
laminated materials, properties of film materials

for use in, 129
laminated PVF film, comparison of fabrics with,

129
land, temperatures exceeding I.S.A., 386
land clutter, more powerful than sea clutter, 420
landing, 262

different each time, 358
distances greater with static lightness, 360
optimum wind conditions for, 334
statically light, 597
techniques employed for, 374–378
vectored thrust allowing into a smaller area, 367
ways of changing and controlling altitude, 290

landing gear, 182–187
compressing, 185
of the LZ N 07, 549
mounting of, 223
proposed configuration of, 221
as a spring, 183
withstanding resultant loads during forced

landing, 151
for Zeppelin NT, 565–566

landing leg attitude, vertical, 186
landing site, approaching from any direction, 291
landing zone, for Zeppelin NT, 575
lanyards, clipped to a safety harness, 155
Laplace transform, of the state equation, 72
large airships, landing horizontally, 307
large control deflections, drag effect of frequent,

362
large oceanic airship for patrol purposes, gondola

for, 172
large rigid airships (Era3), three separate

subdivisions, 292–293
larger airships, 173, 675
laser targeting threats, countermeasure

deterrence against, 122
latch arrangements, direct contact, 274
lateral characteristic equation, roots of, 75
lateral control, deceleration affecting, 282
lateral equations, 70–71
lateral force equilibrium, 270
lateral mode coupling, typical in most air vehicles,

80
lateral response

less sluggish than longitudinal response, 80
to rudder step input, 81
to step command input to rudder, 80

lateral stability modes, 78
lateral state equation, example, 73
lateral state matrix, approximating, 75
lateral trim, conditions for, 70
lattice panels, containing a source and vortices lie

along the edges, 49
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lattice structure, skinned with doped heat shrink
fabric to provide a smooth aerodynamic
profile, 178

launch/release (takeoff), 289–290
L-band, requiring three times number of

components as UHF, 421
Le Patrie, torn from hands of her ground-crew

and blown out to sea, 318
lead acid batteries, providing back-up emergency

power, 249
Leipzig Airship tour, 617
leisure role, 440, 447
LEMV hybrid airship, Critical Design Review

(CDR) for, 472
LEMV surveillance Hybrid Air Vehicle,

472
length/diameter ratio, in conventional airship

design, 458
leno weave, useful to create fairly open weave

structures, 116
lens-shaped wave clouds (altostratus lenticularis),

appearance of, 344
lenticular airships, 459–460
lenticular form, symmetrical, 405
lenticular geometry, 405–406
lenticular hull, 466

aerodynamic characteristics of, 405
becoming unstable in pitch, 406
difficult to find effective positions for control

surfaces, 406
drag of, 408
as a lifting body concept, 20
in pitched flight, 406
stabilisation of, 407
stability inadequate to balance aerodynamic

pitching moment, 459
lenticular shape

of the envelope, 459–460
of the SkyLifter, 513
of the SL150, 645

Leuven University, 635
level flight, with no control load, 359
Liebherr load exchange system, 661
Liebherr system, 651

based upon a passive load frame, 651–654
considered to be excessively complicated and

heavy, 654
problems with, 653–654
proposed modifications, 654

life cycle of the airship, studies concerned with,
422

lift
carry-over of from, 43
considerations for, 463–480
decreasing as altitude increases, 631
other factors affecting, 197–198
proportional increase in, 392
proportional to volume, 457
sources of, 631
types combined by an HAV, 681

lift (elevator), in the high mast with a gang-way,
321

lift and drag, at higher angles of attack for
unmanned airships, 593

lift and induced drag, for HAVs, 683–684
lift augmentation, varying by design, 434
lift coefficient, expressing, 25
lift curve slope, 683, 684
lift density, 193
lift gain, through heating, 394
lift gas, venting with usage of hydrogen, 591
lift loss

equivalent to a fuel consumption rate, 398
theoretical, 134

lift reduction, owing to a pressure differential, 390
lift spectrum, peaking when the wavelength of the

turbulence equals length of the hull, 46
lift vector, tilting backward, 25
lift versus speed relationship, 463
lifting blades, flow generated by, 93
lifting bodies, as finite, 25
lifting capacity

function of volume, 273
larger allowing greater choice of propulsion

arrangements, 106
lifting gas, 191, 503–509

characteristics of, 505
choice for unmanned airships, 592
compressed storage of, 398
controlled but rapid means to dump, 151
density of, 239
heating, 391–396
indication of characteristics of, 428
lighter than air, 205
management of, 258
pressurisation, 389–391, 392
releasing from an accessible position on the

ground, 155
superheating or super cooling, 290
superpressure of, 239

lifting rotors, airship with, 21
lifting-body dynastats, 467
lifting-gas purity, reduction in, 372
liftoff, 262
light aircraft, compared with an airship, 153
light airship, flying in cloud shadows, 345
light envelope fabric, new, 615
light flying, 597
light pressure tube structure, element of, 504
lightness, at landing, 105
lightning attachment, points with high potential

for, 157
lightning conditions, avoidance of regions of

known, 156
lightning strikes, policies, 156–157
lights, strobe and navigation, 220
lightweight gas holding multilayer consolidations,

of laminate, 122
limit load, 157, 634
limiting values, constraining design solution, 419
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Linde airship, 617
Lindstrand Balloons UK, 602
Lindstrand GA22 Mk2 unmanned airship, 579

electrical and electronic tests, 598
gondola cutaway, 595
in-hangar assembly, 599
stroke technology for the power plant, 595
tethered flight trials, 579

linear dimensions, for a volume higher than
calculated, 386

linear model, readily analysed, 61
linear zone, where air slowly descends about a

mile offshore, 354
linearised equations of motion, 67–71
linearised lateral equations, of motion, 70
linearised longitudinal decoupled equations of

motion, 68
liquefied helium storage, 398
liquid crystal fibre, microfibrillation model, 120
liquid crystal polymer fibres, 119
load, final relocation within airship load bay, 654
load bearing component, of laminate materials,

122–127
load cage arrangements, alternative, 659
load cage variants, 656
load cases, for a CL 160, 668
load curtains, number of depending on cable

array, 175
load deck, 656
load delivery, 656
load exchange, 584

for CargoLifter, 650
categories for an Aerostat, 645
development of, 648
effecting in a single operation, 650
listed as being safety critical, 666

load factors, on the airframe, 154
load frame

comprising a structural box, 654–659
configurations, 651
suspended from CargoLifter, 650

load-carrying airships, categories of, 640
loading

American contribution to, 321
PGVLAs, 320

Loading and Bending Moment diagram, for a
nonrigid airship, 634

loads calculation, for CargoLifter, 668
load-sheet, 237–238
local skin friction coefficient, variation of, 27
local skin friction distribution, 28
Lockheed 1011 transport aircraft, comparison of a

conventional with a hydrogen fuelled, 108
Lockheed Hercules C130 aircraft, 690
Lockheed Martin High Altitude Solar Airship,

491
Lockheed Martin LEMV finalist, 471
Lockheed study, comparing a 1011 airliner using

JP4 with a variant using hydrogen fuel, 107
logarithmic scales, 415

Logistics Airship technology development, 688
log/log plots, 415
loiter characteristics, of buoyant lift, 105
London, strong local afternoon breezes, 348
Long Endurance Manned Solar (L.E.M.S.)

airship, proposed, 484
long-endurance unmanned multi-intelligence

vehicle (LEMV), for surveillance, 471
longeron/frame connection points, in Zeppelin

NT structure, 503
longerons, aluminum in Zeppelin NT, 561
longitudinal battens, 181
longitudinal characteristic equation, roots of, 74
longitudinal equations, 68–69
longitudinal gores, 169
longitudinal opening, in the envelope upper

surface, 254
longitudinal pendulum mode, 75, 79
longitudinal plane, of symmetry of the airship, 61
longitudinal response

to elevator, 78
to elevator step input, 78
to increase in thrust, 79
to step increase in thrust, 80

longitudinal restraint method, design of the
gondola’s, 151

longitudinal stability modes, 75
longitudinal state equation, 72
longitudinal state matrix, approximating, 74
longitudinal surface length, of the envelope, 169
longitudinal tension

in an airship, 674
determining, 167
at the envelope’s opposite face, 167

longitudinal trim, conditions for, 68
long-term continuous surveillance, 583
long-term measurements, 558
Loral Goodyear GZ-22, gas turbine-powered, 17
Loral GZ-22, vector angle, 370
LORAN, recent developments in, 362
Lorenz, Ralph D., 620
Los Angeles

successful landing on aircraft carrier USS
‘Saratoga,’ 267

vertical strength of, 288
Lotte, acting in rotation due to control input, 671
LOTTE solar cell powered airship, 483, 484
LOTTE-1, destroyed in hangar in a thunderstorm,

483
LOTTE-2, crashed into a tree, 483
LOTTE-3, advanced radio control, 484
low altitude, surveillance at, 581
low altitude applications, proposed for solar

power in airships, 482
low altitude cruise missile, vulnerability to, 444
low altitude unmanned airships, 509–511
low aspect ratio, 683
low cumulus cloud, 344
low density polyethylene, 129
low hull drag, 31
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low infrastructure regions, airship showing an
unexpected advantage, 439

low range monitoring, 608
low speed control, 267–268, 274–276
low speed controllability, overcoming, 433
low speed environment, pilots adjusting to, 357
lower deck, rotating into a predetermined

orientation, 652
lows

forming close to coast of Europe, 339
originating as small turbulent vortices, 338
traveling from west to east, 339

low-speed vehicle, airship as, 18
low-velocity jets, thrust produced by, 110
LTA 20-1 Magnus Aerolift airship, 479
LTA 20-1 spherical rotating airship model, 481,

482
LTA aerostats, difference from HTA aerodynes,

305
LTA biased perspective, adopting a generic,

292
LTA perspective, establishing a new, 299–300
Lückenhaus, 615
Luffman, Charles, 513, 645
Luftschiffbau Zeppelin GmbH, semirigid airship

design, 502
Lunardi, Vincent, second ascent of, 312
Lunardi’s 2nd balloon, inflation of, 312
Lunardi’s system, seminal nature of, 313
LZ N 07, 503, 548

empennage, 563
in Kalahari desert, 560
mission applications of, 555–559
photographic images in the Kalahari desert, 559

LZ NT 07, useful load diagram, 554
LZ-1 craft

constructed in a floating hangar, 263
ground handling given serious thought, 263

LZ-2, destroyed at its moorings by a squall, 264
LZ-3, successful, 264
LZ-4, destroyed by fire breaking away from its

mooring, 264
LZ-8

accident coming out of shed, 320
lost landing and docking, 264

LZ-10 ‘Schwaben’
destroyed by fire in the hangar, 265
use of handling rails, 264

LZ126/ZRS-3 (Los Angeles)
experiences on sea-borne mooring system, 319
moored to expeditionary masts at Camp

Kearney and on board Patoka, 319
prolonged experimentation with, 319
recorded flights for, 317

LZ127 (Graf Zeppelin I)
recorded flights for, 317
regular visits to Brazil and Spain, 319
volume of, 435

LZ129. See also Hindenburg
freight-carrying space on, 321

ground handlers using primitive manual
equipment, 321

landing at Lakehurst as well-rehearsed event,
322

LZ129 Hindenburg, ground crew for, 321
LZ-NT airship, structural outline of, 500

Machine Aerostatique, design for, 311
Mackenzie pipeline project, in Canada’s Northern

Territories, 475, 644
Macon (1933-35), 389

accident, 449
crash in 1933, 296
used a large and substantial mast, 266

macro-scale weather system, identifying type of,
354

magnetic suspension, not requiring physical
attachment, 53

Magnus Aerolift spherical airship, 479–480
Magnus Aerospace Corporation, project, 22
Magnus effect, 479

proportion of lift provided by, 479
of a rotating sphere, 22
on a rotating spherical gas envelope, 434
translating axial gusting into vertical lift

fluctuations, 480
maintenance

of an airship to various parts of an airship,
253–254

costs for aircraft, 454
manlines, extending from mooring cone to the

empennage, 253
manned airship airworthiness code, 590
manned airship pilots, relative scarcity of, 589
manned airships, operated as aerial billboards, 580
manned codes, as a guide line for unmanned

aircraft, 590
manned criteria, departing from, 590
Manned Thunder, flying with electric actuators

for fin control surfaces, 585
manoeuvre loads, generated by control surface

deflection, 60
manual operation, providing for valves, 244
manufacturer’s empty weight (MEW), 210
manufacturer’s suspended empty weight

(MSEW), 210
Manzell on Lake Konstanz, floating shed, 315
maritime ships, mooring, 308
maritime vessels, airships natural affinity with, 306
market analysis, comparing existing assets in the

field, 451
market penetration, as slow, arduous and

expensive, 452
mass

large concentrations bound to occur, 156
per enclosed volume or surface area of an

airship, 153
spreading over as wide an area as possible, 156

mass of air, in container before delivery starts,
396
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mass properties
of airships, 209–211
determination of, 417

mass transport systems, operating on a round trip
basis, 439

masses, additional affecting design of landing
gear, 184

mast
motions at, 151–152
takeoff from, 294
uncoupling from, 334

mast loads, cushioning, 182
mast mooring system, 284
Masterman Mast, double-headed, 318
masthead, winching airship vertically down, 284
material developments

aimed at conventional airframe, 113
continuing process, 113

material toughness, measure of, 137
materials

critical mechanical properties of, 142
as design driver, 593
of envelope of Zeppelin NT, 562
introduction of stronger lighter, 2
moving large quantity of, 688

material/seam strength, practical limit of, 416
mathematical model

of an airship, 62
built around equations of motion, 61

mathematical symbols and acronyms, list of, 679
Mattertal, in Switzerland, 353
max fuel consumption, per engine on Zeppelin

NT, 568
maximum available (zero pressure) disposable

lift, equation for, 391
maximum design operational weight (MDOW),

211, 236, 237
maximum design suspended weight, 211, 214, 237
maximum direct solar energy, 531
maximum direct solar flux, 531
maximum expected scattered component, 531
maximum headway, under conditions of static

equilibrium, 359
maximum in-flight fuel usage, 380
maximum lightness, 380
maximum operational landing weight (MOLW),

211
maximum operational takeoff weight (MOTW),

211
maximum operational weight, 214
maximum performance, acheived with airship at

static equilibrium, 361
maximum projected area, 528
maximum reaction, for a descent rate, 185
maximum scenario, in terms of incident solar

energy, 531
maximum speed

of airships, 436
dependency on, 675
selecting for an airship, 596

maximum static heaviness, 185
determining for unmanned airships, 593
landing gear absorbing potential energy owing

to, 184
without ballast for Zeppelin NT, 553

Maximum Static Heaviness and Lightness, 237
Maximum Suspended Weight Moment, 237
maximum takeoff weight, of Zeppelin NT, 550
maximum useful load, Zeppelin NT, 552–555
maximum weights, decided early on, 214
maximum zero-ballast heaviness, Zeppelin NT,

552, 553, 554
Mayfly, employing a duralumin construction, 264
MCP, normally at least 80% of TOP, 381
Meadows, Stephen, 493, 622
mean density, of the local atmosphere, 8
mean disc velocity, effective, 403
measurements

of locally limited phenomena with high spatial
resolution, 557

long-term, 558
mechanical actuators, operating control surfaces,

180
mechanical support features, Zeppelin NT, 556
mechanical systems, lost motion in, 82
Mediterranean Sea, previously unaffected by

winter storms, 342
medium altitude surveillance, employed in a

military role, 581
medium sized airship

for paramilitary surveillance duties, 172
for sightseeing purposes, 172

medium sized unmanned airships, altitude of, 588
Megalifter dynastat, 20, 465, 467
Megalifter winged hull, 461
melt spinning, 119, 126
meltable bonding agent, 130
meso-scale meteorological factors, considering,

343–345
metal-clad airship, 14, 501–502

first, 501
replacing textile envelope of the conventional

airship, 501
METAR reports, on development of actual

weather, 338
Météo France, providing detailed Rhone Valley

wind forecast for airship pilots, 351
meteorological forecasting agencies, 355
meteorological knowledge, development of, 448
meteorological phenomena, apart from the wind,

288
meteorological research, for gliding, 344
Meteorology and Flight (Bradbury), 337
‘Meteorology for Airship Pilots’ training course,

338
methane, 507
Methane Gas Transporter, of semi-monocoque

design, 507
Meusnier, Lt., 311
Mexican 6-seat lenticular airship, 20
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microburst, 331
microfibrillation nature, 119, 127
micrometeorological processes, 347
micrometeorology, for airship flying in cities,

348–350
microwave energy, as a power source in airships,

494
microwave transmission, hovering test during, 495
mid-latitude fontal lows, 339, 340
mid-tropospheric subsidence inversion, very

stable, 335
military, pioneering use of observation balloons,

310
military airships

equipped for inflight replenishing, 257
requiring access, 219
in surveillance mode, 249

military certification, 589
military roles, of airships, 443–444
military service, airship in, 420
military supply chains, 688
military/paramilitary payload, items, 213
mine countermeasures (MCM) role, 445, 450
minimum airspeed, for any practical airship, 588
‘Minimum Development Rotor Airship,’ 473
minimum length, of total configuration, 415
minimum projected area, 528
‘Miss Louise,’ helium-filled blimp, 623
missed approaches, 358, 375
mission platform, Zeppelin NT 07 as, 556
mission profile, dictating payload and maximum

lifting capability, 214
mission takeoff weight, first estimate of, 429
Mistral wind, seasonally strong, 350
mobile configurations, for ground handling, 274
mobile mast, 369
mobile mast truck, bringing Zeppelin NT to, 575
mobility, of airships, 454
model, general distribution of forces on, 53
model ships, difficult to handle with changing

solar radiation, 670
model size, limits to, 54
model tests, data from, 401
Mohenjo Daro, photogrammetrical survey, 608
moisture, leading to deterioration by hydrolysis of

adhesives, 455
moment equations, 64
moment equilibrium, 271

about the centre of gravity, 269
ensuring at all conditions, 272

moment unbalance, of the airship, 201
moments

determination of, 37–40
estimating, 42
needed to restore an airship, 273

momentum
entering control volume per unit time, 88
rate of change in the axial direction, 89
rate of change of per unit length, 39

momentum flow, imparted to the wake, 401

Momentum Theory, applying, 637
monocoque hull, 402
monocoque rigid, 498–500
monocoque shell

airships utilising, 149
as attractive solution for airship structures, 498

Montgolfier, Etienne, 310
Montgolfier, Joseph, first balloons built by, 310
Montgolfier Brothers

first recorded deliberate free flight (1783), 508
hot air balloons developed by, 619
smoke balloons, 309

moored airship
forces on, 270
tending to align to wind direction, 264

mooring
allowing access to interior, 289
coupling extreme nose to a fixed mast and

ballasting ship to keep a single castoring
wheel, 19

horizontal and vertical methods, 283
as key to understanding of Airship Ground

Handling, 306
lifting off vertically from, 282
loading and unloading, 262
multipoint causing large structural loads under

gusting conditions, 265
requirements, 3
water based, 266

mooring circle, airship moored indefinitely on,
665

mooring equipment, far more airship specific, 316
mooring height, question of, 265
mooring lines, capturing at sea, 319
mooring mast

as best way of achieving a secure mooring, 289
development of, 265–267
mounted on board a sea-going ship (Patoka),

307
snow conditions at, 365
of sufficient height, 265
UK development of, 265
on a wheeled platform, 664

mooring points, use of two, 269
mooring position

nose cone attached to mast truck of Zeppelin
NT, 575

of Zeppelin NT, 575
mooring site

obstacle free within a radius of 150 metres
(landing zone), 575

service arrangements at, 151
Mooring Tower, at Cardington, 319
mooring wind speeds, for SL150, 515, 646
mooring/docking, facilitating by closed circuit

television, 276
mooring-out stations, 318
mooring-out techniques, 318
Morse, Professor, 260
mother ship, unmanned airship as, 585
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motion, normal equations of, 37
motions, at the mast, 151–152
motorised mules, 295
mountain wind, persisting until a few hours before

dawn, 352
mountainous desert areas, temperatures

exceeding I.S.A., 386
mountainous regions, weather for flying airships

in, 350–353
Mowforth, Edwin, 512
Mozambique, catastrophic flooding in 2000, 686
MPPTs (Maximum Power Point Trackers), 485
MQ Pro, typical analysis offered by, 625
MTU diesel, 661
multi-axis control, landing airships with, 334
multichamber, multigas airship, 506, 507
multi-engine airships, engines or propellers

supported on outriggers, 241
multihull airship shapes, 461
multijunction solar cell, schematic diagram of, 534
multilayer consolidations, typical combinations of,

123
multilayer laminate, 116, 140
multilayer structures, frequent inflations and

deflations, 122
multilobe nonrigid pressure airship, 468
multiple-hull arrangements, weight penalty, 462
Munk, Roger, 449, 468, 685

nacelles, 170, 567
Nano Crystalline Cellulose (NCC), 141, 143
nanotechnology, effects of, 143
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA) Ames Research Centre, assessing
technology applied to airships, 425

National Air Space (NAS)
flying unmanned through, 582
UASs flights in, 511

national need, justifying continued design efforts,
410

National Physical Laboratory in England, 29
NATO E3 Sentry aircraft, 444
natural disasters. See also disasters

airship suited for, 7
over the past decade, 686

natural fibres
envelope materials from, 118
limited strength, 118

natural pressure system, 508
natural rubber

properties of, 128
sealing fabric, 118

nautical practices, applicability of, 306
navies, success when airships handed over to,

307
navigation lights, 220
negative superheat, 197, 206, 207
neoprene

properties of, 128
as a weathering component, 129

neoprene (chloroprene) rubbers, replacing
natural rubber coatings, 118

Nephelios
first manned solar powered airship, 485
first solar-powered manned airship, 484–486
solar cell arrays on, 485

net area density
of the ballonet fabric, 218
of the fabric, 217

net density, 194. See also lift density
net gas lift, determining, 236
net lift, 196

of an airship, 194
apparent increase in, 197
defined, 196

net static lift, 192–193
net upward lift, 9
New or Next Generation Very Large Airships

(NGVLAs)
ground handling of, 283
method for mooring, 285
problem facing creators, 296

New Zealand, earthquake in 2011, 687
Newton’s Laws, applying to the motion of a fluid,

23
NGVLA method, theoretical streamlined, 297
Nickel-Cadmium (Ni-Cd) batteries, 539
Nickel-Hydrogen (Ni-H2) batteries, 539
Nikki prototype, 513, 646
nil wind conditions, 334
no lift augmentation

Category A, 431
characteristics of, 432–433

Nobile, Umberto, 607
noise, isolation with inboard engines, 224
Nomex, 125, 126
nondimensional groups, maintaining, 53
nondimensional pressure coefficient, defined as,

23
nonmodularity, of a fuel cell, 543
nonneutral buoyancy, effects of, 82
nonpressurised gondola, 172
nonrigid airship design, 109
nonrigid airships, 13, 149

emphasis placed on, 239
limited in size until the 1930s, 435
mid-range figures for modern, 15
number built between 1900 and 1970, 496
primary structures of, 159
suspension system, 17

nonrigid constructions, suited for smaller airships,
498

nonrigid envelope weights, 216
nonvectored thrust airship, hovering in light

winds, 368
Nordholz, revolving shed, 315
Norge airship, 261, 607
normal direct solar flux, function of solar altitude,

523
normal force, equation for, 64
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normal wind conditions, maintaining station, 368
normalised derivatives, denoted with a lower case

letter, 71
North Atlantic general aviation route, 341
North Sea class airship NS1, 432
Northrop Grumman, 690
Norton, Lord Kings, 323
nose, calculation of the pressure around the, 49
nose down attitude, counteracting excessive

buoyancy, 290
nose of a flexible envelope, reinforcing with

splines, 15
nose reinforcement group, 219
nose reinforcing, comprising an external set of

identical members, 180
nose splines, diffusing envelope loads, 15
nose structures, 156, 180
nose-mounted elevators, solving reversal

problem, 662
‘nose-up’ ground clearance, obtaining, 18
nose-up pitching moment, 38, 671
notebook personal computers, 355
nuclear powered airships, 260, 496
nylon, properties of, 119
nylon fabrics

biaxial testing on, 133
introduction of high tenacity, 602
properties of, 129

nylon HT, properties of, 125

Obelix rotor rotastat, 476
flying Crane concept, 476

observation balloons, 310, 318
obstructions, planning upstream of the model, 56
off-mast to on-mast time, for an airship, 424
off-standard atmospheres, 190–191, 205
Off-Standard conditions, relative density for, 191
oil reservoirs, required to provide engine

lubrication, 248
Olympics, covert surveillance from an airship in

1984, 441
One Giant Leap company, 622
open and closed systems, compared, 199
open system

centre of buoyancy (CB) not remaining in a
constant position, 202

comparing to closed, 198
envelope as, 198
moments in, 203

operating altitude, of airships, 436
operating costs

of airships, 437
of CargoLifter, 648
dearth of realistic data, 453

operating heavy, 17, 281
operation environment (altitude and temperature

ranges), 214
operational analysis, performing for various

scenarios, 450–451

Operational Demonstrator Model airship in 1987,
444

operational designs, deficiencies in current, 410
operational empty weight (OEW), 210
operational GH problems, 285
operational infrastructure, lack of, 450
operational items, 211, 234
operational sequence, for CargoLifter, 652
operational suspended empty weight (OSEW),

211
operational takeoff weight (OTW), 211
Operational Weight Empty (OWE) with Volume,

418
operations analysis, inputs to vehicle designer,

410
optically signalled flight control system, 252
OPV (Optionally Piloted Vehicle) airship, 578

flying manned in NAS, 582
smallest possible, 593

orthogonal axis system, defining a right handed,
61

Oscillatory Roll Mode, 77
oscillatory stability modes, negligible

aerodynamic damping, 82
Osprey, flying into its own down-wash, 281
Otto cycle, 104
out of trim control forces, 372
outboard mounted cooling, for inboard engines,

224
outdoor operation, as normal mode for time in

service, 253
outriggers, engines on, 253
outsized goods, ferrying, 583
Over the Horizon capabilities, acting as relay

stations, 585
overall balance, difficult to achieve, 155
overhead surveillance, by unmanned airships,

581–583
Owens Valley, 353
Oxfam, on climate-related disasters, 689
ozone, formation of, 557

P-791 Hybrid Air Vehicle, 690
PA-97, 689
paint, weight effect of, 219
Pakistan

earthquake in 2005, 686
flooding in 2008, 686

Pan Atlantic Aerospace Corporation from
Canada, proposed airship, 484

pannier ballonets, 161, 218
panniers, 245
paper bags, held upside down over a fire, 310
para-aramid, Kevlar, properties of, 142
para-aramid aromatic polyamides, properties of,

126
para-aramid laminate (or coated material), not

able to disperse stress concentrations, 126
Paralympic Games, in Sydney, 620
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parameters
plotting against Gross Lift, 429
sensitivities of basic, 412
variables resulting from inaccuracies in

measurement of, 197
varying to produce a matrix, 419

parametric analysis, conducting, 418
parametric set, cost of each design in, 429
parametric studies, large part in conceptual

design, 409
paramilitary roles, of airships, 442–443, 448
Paris Storm, of 1999, 339
partial lift augmentation

Category B, 432
characteristics of, 433–434

pass or deep mountain valley, transiting an airship
through, 350

passage making, effect of wind on, 387
passenger aeroplanes, advent of reliable

conventional, 439
passenger carrying flights, requiring seating, 233
passenger flying, combining with advertising, 607
passenger services, by unmanned shuttle service,

584
passenger transport role, 446
passenger version, of Zeppelin NT, 565
passengers, seats for, 250
passengers exchange, on Zeppelin NT, 569
Passive Load Frame, 650
passive tethering system, critical factor for, 653
past, lessons noted from, 150
patches, of the envelope, 218
path curvature, vs. rudder angle, 40
Patoka, 307, 319
patrol speeds, extreme endurance at, 442
patrol surveillance, by unmanned airships, 583
patrol surveillance role, 581
payload, 511–515

of airships limited by gas lift available in the
climatic conditions prevailing, 4

described, 212
exchange without landing the airship, 648
exchanging for ballast, 650
first contact with the ground by critical, 654
handling in hovering flight, 649
as heaviness, 360
increase for a relatively small rise in

temperature, 393
inserting into the frame, 656
limitations of heavier-than-air aircraft, 4
range affected by the wind, 361
securing to a pallet, 656
volume of airships, 437

payload collection, airship arriving on site with
full ballast tanks, 656

payload module, of SkyCat 20, 470
payload/mission equipment, 233
Pb-acid batteries, best developed of all vehicle

batteries, 539

PBO., 127. See also Zylon, abrasion resistance,
PCAS (Portable Collision Avoidance System)

systems, 599
pedal-powered machine, used by Gallagher, 620
Pegasus, lenticular design, 459
pendulum effect, overcoming, 359
pendulum stability

inadequate to balance aerodynamic pitching
moment at a very low airspeed, 405

increasing, 173
less than a traditional nonrigid airship, 684
providing strong, 646

per unit heat release, 108
performance

affected by the wind, 361
of HAV, 684
requirements, 214

performance data
generated for a series of design points, 429
for Zeppelin NT, 550

performance engineer, 381
performance related design drivers, for unmanned

airships, 595–596
performance trade-study, used in sizing the radar,

421
permeability

of envelope materials, 133–134
of fabrics, 633
low, 114

permeation, of laminate materials, 134
permissible heights, of obstacles surrounding

landing site of Zeppelin NT, 576
personnel

making use of equipment in a cost effective
manner, 280

operating the system, 279
transfer of, 257

perturbation, motion described as, 63
PGVLAs. See Previous Generation Very Large

Airships (PGVLAs)
PGVLRAs. See Previous Generation of Very

Large Rigid Airships (PGVLRAs)
photo-documentation, of castles of

Neuschwanstein, 608
physical GH problems, 285
physical tests, on representative fabric structures,

159
physics, laws constraining airships, 285
Piasecki Heli-Stat, 21, 22, 474, 689

combining four helicopters with a surplus U.S.
Navy ZPG-2 envelope, 256

derived from existing helicopters, 276
four helicopter rotors, 434
prototype destroyed in experiment, 473

pictorial approach, to functional analysis, 627
pile-up of ships, at the down-wind base, 439
pilot licenses, for hot-air airships, 616–617
piloted airship operations, extreme

weather-sensitivity of, 4
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piloting, airships, 357–378
pilots

actions keeping in phase with ground handling
crew, 368

constantly steering in gusty conditions, 291
reducing work load of, 180
role in ground handling, 368–369
selecting for airships, 357
tasks of, 3, 358
understanding of weather processes, 328, 355,

358
pilots and flight crew, retaining control of all

events relating to flight, 305
pioneering era, 263–265
pipes, bringing in for pipeline construction, 644
piston (diesel and petrol) engines, in airship

applications, 223
piston engine maintenance, 594
pitch angle, 199, 359
pitch attitude response, to elevator, 73
pitch control

for AS 80 GD, 604
in low velocity conditions and during takeoff

and landing, 566
releasing, 359

pitch down, as a secondary effect of turning,
359

pitch incidence oscillation, 75
pitch load, alleviating by valving or pumping air

to/from air ballonets, 359
pitch of a propeller, 97
pitch response, short time constant lag in, 79
Pitch Subsidence, Heave Mode diverging to, 74
pitching moment

countered in steady flight, 38
equations for, 64
from thrust, 673

pitch-up, controlling, 370
plain weave, providing high degree of

interlacements, 115
platform, allowing access to underside of the

vessel, 313
platform value proposition, 555–556
pneumatic actuators, 227, 244
pneumatic driven generators, 227
pneumatic power, 232
pneumatically powered actuators, 228
pneumatics system, on SkyCat 20, 470
point-to-point transport

airship providing, 640
delivering payload, 648

police/customs and immigration role, 441
polyamides

as hygroscopic, 125
similar specific strength to polyester, 125

polyamides (nylon) and polyesters (DuPont’s
Dacron), produced as filament yarns, 118

polybenzaxole, 126
polycrystalline solar cells, 537
polyester

base textile of lightest envelope fabric used in
Goodyear GZ 20, 119

as hydrophobic, 125
preferred fabric, 124
preferred material for gas retention, 128
produced by melt spinning process, 119
properties of, 119, 125, 129

polyester and liquid crystal polymer, molecular
chain orientation structure of, 119

polyester elastomer, properties required as a
bonding agent, 130

polyester elastomer (Hytrel), properties of, 128
polyester PET, high tenacity, properties of, 142
polyimide PI film (Kapton), 122
polyimides (meta-aramid), 126
polythene, compared to high performance

polyethylene (HMPE), 126
polyurethane

adhesives, 121, 455
coating giving better weatherability, 121
density of, 563
properties of, 128, 129
as a weathering component, 129

polyurethanes and polyamides polymers, joining
or welding, 117

polyvinyl fluoride
properties of, 129
as a weathering component, 129

Polyvinylfluoride (PVF) film, as a weathering
component, 128

pontoons, as landing gear, 182
porosity levels, at extreme cold and low

atmospheric pressure, 593
positive superheat, 206
potential market, for airships, 448–452
potential roles, spectrum of, 437–446
power. See also electrical power

available from human effort as very limited, 625
expended in compressing air, 396
humans producing and sustaining, 625
relation with shaft speed, 105
required for compression as minimal, 397
required to compress air, 397
required to cruise at a given speed, 273
required to propel an airship at speed, 596
on a small airship as less than 20% of TOP, 381
supplied to the propulsor, 89

power consumers, on board of a large airship, 667
power consuming operations, for CargoLifter, 667
power demand, optimising, 667
power generation capacity, relating weight to, 229
power off-take, effects of, 379, 383–384
power per unit static thrust, versus propulsor

loading, 91
power plant, as design driver, 594–595
power requirements

proportional to the cube of the airspeed, 18
through all stages of a flight, 223
of water recover systems, 232

power sources, unconventional, 480–496
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power systems, of CargoLifter CL 160, 661
power units, meeting basic power demands, 106
power wing, 663

of CargoLifter CL 160, 662
power wiring, relating to power requirements, 229
powered lift

approaches to generation of, 434
supporting payload by, 434
well in excess of that achieved by vectored

thrust, 463
powerplant

choice considerations, 223–226
design in the large airship era, 259
thrust utilising, 267

power-SFC-speed for turboprop and
reciprocating engines, 382

power-speed relation, 483, 531
PPMMLLCC (Protect, Prepare, Move, Moor,

Load, Launch, Capture, and Camp-out), 309
Prandtl shape coefficient, 632
Prandtl’s analysis, 93
precipitation, from above the airship, 331
preflight weather briefing, 355
preliminary design

percentage of total engineering effort, 409
phase, 409

preliminary sizing, of airships, 209
preliminary weight estimation, as problematic, 214
Prentice, Barry, 691
preprogrammed mode, 578
pressure

of the contained pressure, 206
creating tension in the skin, 674
differential between internal and external, 194
internal and external falling off, 9
for Off-Standard and Standard atmospheres,

190
in the Off-Standard atmosphere, 205
at a pressure height, 204

pressure airships, 13, 149
aerostatic characteristics of, 14
hull profile, 13
with a very thin metal skin, 14

pressure altitude, 372. See also pressure height,
recording,

‘pressure balloons,’ high-altitude research
involving unmanned, 10

pressure contoured fin, 220
pressure control system

described, 239–245
design driving case for, 677
in a pressure airship, 15

pressure difference, 9, 632
pressure differential

increasing as the airship ascends, 194
increasing density of the contained gas, 206
superheat reversing, 206

pressure distribution
around a circular cylinder, 23
around several sections along the hull, 41

need to obtain, 55
wedge-shaped, 9

pressure envelope design principle, 117
pressure fuelling, most systems requiring, 247
pressure height, 16, 193, 196, 371–372

of 1,000 feet above the required cruise height,
385

airship reaching, 194
climb performed with ballonet damper-valves

closed, 371
conditions at, 196
depending on amount of gas in the gasbag, 11
described, 10
flight to, 236
ISA, 12
maintaining a fixed, 393
operating at and around for long periods, 372
operations close to, 365
for a pressure airship, 16
regarded as an operational ceiling, 10
regularly performing a climb to, 372
of Zeppelin NT, 550

pressure stabilised (nonrigid) hull, advantages of,
681

pressure systems
controls for above and to the pilot’s side at head

level, 251
receiving the lengthiest description, 239

pressure tapped propeller measurements, 99
pressure vessel theory, 164
pressurisation

of lifting gas, 389–391
proportional reduction in lift owing to, 390

pressurisation system, of a nonrigid airship, 161
pressurised cabins, 252
pressurised car, shaping, 171
pressurised nonrigid airship envelopes, materials

ideal for use in, 113–118
pressurised system, total lift of, 390
pressurised tube, rigid airship constructed of, 503
Previous Generation of Very Large Rigid

Airships (PGVLRAs)
GH methods, 296–297
GH systems, 296
problems actually encountered by, 285
vertical methods devised for GH, 292

Previous Generation Very Large Airships
(PGVLAs)

bases for, 316
constant referral back to real events and actual

circumstances encountered by, 324
different GH methods tried and tested by, 297
many still in prototype stage, 316
none purpose-built to be sole freight-carriers,

320
primary flight control system, of SkyCat 20, 470
primary flight controls, 227–228
primary flying control system, components of, 83
primary sensor (radar), sizing, 420
prime mover, choice of, 104–107
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principle stresses, in the envelope of a nonrigid
airship, 634

prismatic coefficient, of the envelope, 169
private enterprise funding, of heavy lift airships,

693
producers, of helium, 505
product performance, compromise with cost, 117
production team, shed events, 305
profile drag, for HAVs, 682–683
project team, determining the baseline design

layout, 414
projected area, 527–528, 529
projectiles, minimising effects of damage from,

160
Projet Sol’r, schematic outline of, 486
promotional, camera and sightseeing role, 440,

447
Propbike (2004), 493, 622, 623, 624
propeller(s)

approximate weight of, 226
axis of rotation, 110
blade pitch control on Zeppelin NT, 573
blades as twisted wings, 91
comparison of open with a ducted, 99
conventional, 403
disc loading, 89, 403
driving via gearing from the engines, 384
ducted, 98–103
efficiency, 381
as efficient propulsor for a slow vehicle

operating at low altitude, 90
induced power of, 93
interconnecting, 109
prediction and test results, 97
propulsion, 635
propulsion system, 635
propulsive efficiency of a conventional, 403
with reversing/vectoring facility, 274
shrouding with a duct, 226
sizing, 418
slipstream, 109
at the stern, 404
swivelling about a lateral axis to furnish vertical

thrust, 17
theory, 635–637
torque, 92
vectoring thrust from, 290
wake, 101
wind tunnel test results, 98
of Zeppelin NT, 567

propeller performance
comparison of theory and practice, 96–97
matching with engine output RPM and airship

speed, 384
measured on a test stand, 96

propelling power, overcoming dirigible’s
resistance, 633

proposal, determining feasibility of, 212
propulsion, for human-powered dirigibles,

619–620

propulsion engines, vectoring thrust of, 109
propulsion power, depending on envelope, 635
propulsion system

components of, 87
conflicting factors when choosing, 105
geometry, 66, 67
location of, 221
producing thrust efficiently in the hover, 90
size governed by aerodynamic/thermodynamic

considerations, 418
of SkyCat 20, 470
weight considerations, 223–227
weight plus fuel weight against duration, 383
of Zeppelin NT, 566–569

propulsion thrust line, 431
propulsion unit failure, in flight, 372
propulsion units, of the Zeppelin NT, 549
propulsion/airframe integration, as integral part

of the conceptual process, 428
propulsive efficiency, plotted, 90
propulsive engine thrust, varying, 290
propulsive force, equation for, 87
propulsive power

available, 530
doubling of, 531
relating heat flow to, 395
total maximum available, 531

propulsive units, vectoring vertically, 256
propulsor, 87–103

entraining the flow around the hull, 109
location of, 224–225
positioning at tip of tail cone, 109
representing by an infinitely thin disc, 87
tail mounting of, 110
weight considerations, 226

propulsor efficiency, improvement in, 225
propulsor loading, for standard day conditions,

91
proto-airships (1783-1899) era 1, 292, 309
prototype CargoLifter, final format of, 664
prototype engineering manpower, 411
prototype microwave powered airship,

photograph of, 495
prototypes, crashes of respective, 296
PTFE, properties of, 129
public perception, of airships, 448–449
Pulham mast, 265
pure airship, drag of, 480
PVC, properties of, 128, 129
PVDC Copolymer (DuPont’s Saran), 120, 129
PVF laminated materials, 130, 134
pylon structure, mounting the propulsor, 222

quality assurance measure, per ASTM standards,
116

quality assurance tests, standards for, 117
quality warp, with enough ends per sections, 116
quasi-stationary trailing frontal band, 341
Quasi-Unidirectional/Sentinel, creating highly

orthotropic laminates, 116
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R-25, swivelling gear removed, 268
R-26, towing trials of rigid by a tank at Pulham,

320
R28, testing high mooring mast, 318
R.30 metal-clad pressurised airship, 498
R-31

manual handling of, 259
reversing gear on some engines, 268

R-33
conclusion of trials of, 289
departing Cardington, 261
moored at its Pulham base, 265
most successful British rigid airship, 268
at Pulham mast, 266
reversing gear on some engines, 268
structural failure while moored, 259
testing high mooring mast, 318

R-34
across Atlantic in 1919, 284
break-up on three-wire mooring, 284
flight of, 439
reversing gear on some engines, 268

R-38
accident, 449
fragile, 496
loss of, 150
reversing gear on some engines, 268

R-80, reversing gear on some engines, 268
R100

10 flights, 317
equipped with 6 engines of 670 HP, 268
landing of, 283
loading, 321
reception after transatlantic flight to Canada,

449
strongly built, 496
use of only 12 men in 1930 to moor, 308
volume of, 435

R101
catastrophic demise, 268
crash in 1930, 296
disaster, 150, 449
loading, 321
at mooring mast, 267
riding out week of 60 mph (100 km/h) storm

force winds on High Mast at Cardington, 283,
316

strongly built, 496
ultimate British development of high level

mooring mast, 266
use of only 12 men in 1930 to moor, 308
volume of, 435

radar, detection range of, 444
radar cross-section (RCS), at various frequencies,

420
radar developments, 444
radar surveillance, 489
radar system, selecting frequency of, 420
radial velocity, 102
radiation cooling inversion, 337

radio frequencies, establishing for unmanned
airships, 598

radio frequency energy, applying, 117
radio frequency RF welding, 117
RAE 24 foot open jet wind tunnel, 97
rail-mounted trolleys (laufkatzen), to hold

airship’s mooring lines, 320
rain

altering buoyancy, 288
effects of, 197, 363
flying in moderate during free ballooning, 373
force effects of, 363

rain curtains, fitting of, 363
rainwater and condensation, collection and

storage of from the hull skin, 16
raised dais, building the balloon on, 310
raised platform, inflation on, 313
ram air, augmented by propeller slipstream, 240
range, of Zeppelin NT, 552
range diagrams, with all engines in operation, 553
rapid descend, prior to landing excess lift

generated, 670
ratio of minimum to maximum projected areas,

lowest value of, 528
ray path, length in atmosphere, 522
RC (Radio Controlled), 578
RC (Radio Controlled) models, 581
RC model airships, launching in a cluster, 589
R/C model (Betty), small indoor, 646
RC pilot, flying within certain boundary

limitations and altitude, 589
RC type flight controller, for a pilot, 594
RCS modeling, of targets, 420
‘real’ atmosphere, 10
rear spar, constant depth, 179
reballasting, in flight, 105
receptive area, as projected area, 527
rechargeable secondary fuel cell system, 540
recoil damping, 183
recovery phase, 262
recovery systems, 248
recovery temperatures, varying to condensation

values, 248
rectilinear flight, 61–63
recumbent position, compared to upright for a

human rider, 633
reflected solar radiation, 523, 525
refueling, 257, 568
regenerative fuel cells

powered by thin solar cells, 584
simplified representation of, 540

regional pseudo-Lagrangian field experiment, 557
regulation, of airships, 449–450
Rehmet, Michael, 483
reinforcement, of the envelope, 218
relative density, 191, 205
reliability and maintainability (R&M)

characteristics, assessment of, 424
relief valves, 162
remote actuation system, 227–228
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remote control systems, modern airships fitted
with, 180

remote land stations, ferrying goods to, 584
remote sensing and communication functions, for

earthquake relief work, 692
remotely piloted airships (RPAs)

advantage over manned airships, 509
unmanned, 509

remotely piloted vehicles (RPVs), 509
removable windows, as emergency exits, 256
replenishing, airships, 257
rescue boat, air to surface deployment of a

semi-inflatable, 442
research-cell efficiencies, historical development

of, 536
residual down-valley (katabatic) valley wind, 352
resistance, of a streamlined body, 632
response acceleration, 273
response to control factor (aerodynamics/inertia),

671
response to elevator, as predominantly pitch, 79
response transfer functions, obtaining, 73
restraint, only practical during very calm

conditions, 152
restraint attachments, large loads at, 261
retractable scoops, 162
reversal speed, 672
reverse flow, preventing, 241
reverse power, opposing yaw, 376
reverse thrust, causing nose to pitch down, 374
revolving shed, 315
Reynolds number, 28, 54
Rhine and Danube valleys, survey of, 608
Rhone valley, Venturi effect in narrower and

deeper parts of, 350
ridges, of high pressure, 343
right hand side (RHS), terms on, 65
right-angled gearbox, accepting penalty of, 109
rigid airships, 13, 149

(1899-1939) era 3, 292
built between 1900 and 1940, 496
carrying all external loading through a

lightweight structural outer shell, 13
effectiveness increasing with size, 13
fitted with reversing propellers rather than

vectoring, 268
much more in common with Montgolfiere

smoke-balloons than blimps or gas balloons,
314

requiring different piloting techniques, 3, 358
structures not required by a nonrigid, 435
tending to be fragile, 150

Rigid Class 23, beyond prototype stage, 316
rigid constructions, more suited for larger airships,

498
rigid free-flying balloon, concept of, 314
rigid internal structure, of Zeppelin NT, 549,

559
rigid monocoque shell, consisting of a sandwich

panel, 499

rigid or semirigid design, flexibility in possible
mounting points, 109

ring aerofoil, 101
rip panel, 245, 254
rip strength, increasing, 136
ripstop patterns, thicker or double yarns woven at

intervals, 115
risks, relying on calculation and simulation alone,

281
Ritchel, C.F., 492
river catchment flooding, in west and central

England in July 2007, 341
rivers, cities located on large, 349
road substratum, immediate and continuous heat

source, 348
robot underwater vehicles, 445, 450
roles, suitability for, 446–448
roll oscillation mode, 81
rolling moment, equations for, 64
rolling takeoff, 369–370
rolling tendency, of aerodynamic side force, 271
roll-on/off system, 655
roof cranes, 313
Rosendahl, Charles E., 301
rotastat hybrid airships, 472, 642
rotastats

best suited as a flying crane, 463
configurations of, 472–477
described, 640

rotatable propulsion unit, inertia of, 109
rotating hulls, 477–480
rotating mooring mast, used for British ‘Mayfly’

airship, 265
Rotoflex test, specified in US military airship

material specifications, 139
rotor systems, distinguished from propellers, 275
rough ride, running through bad weather, 328
roughened substrates, producing higher

efficiencies, 537
Rousson, Stephane, 494, 623, 624
roving commission type tasks, employment in,

454
RPAs. See remotely piloted airships (RPAs)
RPV (Remotely Piloted Vehicle), not implying

aerial vehicle, 577
rubber matrix, integration of nano-size carbon

particle fillers into, 142
rudder control, requiring large deflections to

instigate a turn, 359
rudder control power, as low, 80
rudder zero, airship settling into a small but

steady rate of turn, 40
rudders

aerodynamically balanced on LZ N 07, 563
used for turning in deliberate manoeuvres, 18

ruddervator, 32, 33
Russia

carrying heavy loads to remote regions, 460
multi purpose semirigid airship, 502
need for heavy lift airships, 694
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providing transport for developing northern
territories, 695

safety
of airships, 437
factors of, 157–158
prescribed factors of, 158

safety factor of 4, for envelope material, 633
safety valves, 162

releasing gas to protect envelope against
pressure rupture, 10

SAIC, 472
80,000 cu ft unmanned airship, 587
SKYBUS 30K unmanned airship, 590
SKYBUS 80K unmanned airship, 511, 582,

587
sailcloth for high technology racing yachts, 140
sand and dust storms, airship operations

encountering, 332
sandbags with a net, anchoring and controlling

inflation of gas balloons, 311
satellite images, identifying and tracking storms,

338
satellites, compared to airship platforms, 487
satin weaves, providing less crimp, 115
SATNAV, recent developments in, 362
saucer airship, 460
scalar wind, coming from any direction, 387
scale model flying, effects of, 592
scale model tests, translating to full sized

counterparts, 597
scaled models

of a much larger manned or unmanned airship,
586

of unmanned airships, testing, 592
scaling, difficulty when modelling large, fragile

and slow moving aircraft, 323
scaling effects, on airships, 668–670
scaling laws, different in various aspects, 678
scantlings, lighter, 154
scattered radiation, total contribution from, 530
scattered sunlight contribution, estimating, 529
scheduling model, breaking down against head

winds for airships, 439
Schoenherr’s line, skin friction drag co-efficient,

683
Scientific Centre of Jülich, 557
scientific low range photogrammetry, in Germany,

610
scientific or industrial airborne platform, Zeppelin

NT as, 555
scoop operation, 228
scoops

aft mounted, 241
located behind propellers, 240
retractable, 162

Scott, George Herbert, 284
Scott, Major, 319
screen structure, as rudimentary and temporary

shed, 313

screw pickets
ground anchors, 318
for mooring mast cables, 342

scrim, as load bearing component, 140
scrubbing action, putting a heavy load across the

tyres, 186
sea anchor, designed to hold airship into wind, 155
sea breeze

airship operations and, 353–354
crossing a large coastal city, 354

sea breeze fronts
developing over land around mid-morning, 354
second following the first one inland, 354

sea skimmer, 444
sea surface temperature surveys, 346
sealed envelope, choosing a material with low

solar absorptivity to minimise
overpressurisation, 488

seams, designing, 167
search and rescue role, 442
Sears-Haack distribution method, 415
seasonal timescale, 354
seats, type and number of, 233
second wave blimps (1940-2000+) era 4, 292
secondary anchor winches, 658
secondary batteries, 538
secondary lows, rotating around one another, 341
see and avoid

meeting level of safety, 600
by pilot, 599

self-briefing, for airship pilots on meteorological
information, 355

semiconductor material, 533
semirigid airships, 13, 502

combining features, 149
concept re-defined, 547
new concept of, 5
number built, 496

sensor arrays, deploying stationary tethered, 445
sensor payload, attaching to an airship, 586
sensor platform capability, of airships, 437
sensors and missions equipment, installation on

Zeppelin NT, 565
Sentinel 1000

air supply ducting for, 242
electrical block diagram, 250
envelope rip system and nose rip assembly, 255
examining, 453
fitted with an optically signalled primary flying

control system, 83
fuel system layout, 246, 247
gondola of, 172
major improvement in flight control systems,

252
producing power from four engine-driven

generators, 249
roll and pitch indicators, 252
valve used in, 244

Sentinel 1000 and 5000 airships, differences
between, 249
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Sentinel 1000 prototype airship, 82
Sentinel 5000

50 ton lifting capacity, 641
blowers achieving descent of, 240
compared to ZPG-3W, 498
ducts along top surface of the envelope for

antifreeze solution to be pumped through,
255

effect of gondola on pressure distribution of, 31
electrical power distribution, 251
equipped with centre ballonets, 242
with forward, aft, and centre ballonets, 245
fuel tank arrangement, 246
hand operated winch to assure sufficient pulling

power, 255
incorporating rain gutters, 249
internal engine installations, 253
in its military configuration utilising five

generators, 250
lifting capacity, 512
upper envelope access trunk, 253, 254
water recovery system, 248
wind tunnel model with and without gondola,

31
Sentinel design, replenishing station located in the

middle of the car, 257
‘Serengeti shall never die’ expedition, in

Tanzania, 609
servicing arrangements, equilibrium control

affecting, 150
servo actuators, reducing pilot effort, 19
severe mechanical turbulence, 330
SFC. See specific fuel consumption (SFC)
shaft speed, 104
shaft turbine engines, 105
shape, of the envelope, 457–459
shaping filters, 83
shear collar, 176
shear force, defining, 676
shear force inputs, 156
shear forces, transferring to the envelope, 176
shear load capability, driving structural design,

676–677
shear properties, of envelope materials, 133
shear stiffness

factor in tear propagation, 138
of gas retention component, 128

shear strain data, need for reliable, 133
shear stress, scaling, 676
shed. See also hangar

aligning in direction of the strongest winds, 261
floating, 315
fully developed as a concept at many military

bases, 314
for gas balloons, 314
rigid as an assembly jig, 315

shed vortex wake, 25
Shed-exit, incontestable GH procedure, 298
sheet arrangement, required circulation to

maintain, 94

shell surface, constructed from corrugated
aluminium sheet, 501

Shenandoah
accident, 449
on the mast, 319
structural failure, 44

ship-borne mast, as a documented success, 319
‘ships of the air,’ previous generation projects for,

307
ships systems, fitting of, 223
short takeoff and landing (STOL) ‘dynastat’

hybrid, 463
shot storage, space for, 231
side force, equation for, 64
side gusts

airship on wheels vulnerable to, 433
airships turning away from, 291
applying full rudder and high thrust on the

downwind engine, 369
side stick control, instead of a control column, 252
side-mounted propulsion units, of Zeppelin NT,

567
sideslip response, 80
sideslip subsidence mode, 76–77, 81
Siemens-Schuckert ship, 315
Sierra Nevada, in California, 353
signal cables, to actuators, 228
silicone, properties of, 128
simplified three-point-bending, 676
Simpson’s Rule, obtaining surface area, 217
simulation models

dynamic, 184
extremely comprehensive, 2

simulators, putting into the right context, 281
single pilot operation, on Zeppelin NT, 571
single point mooring

concept of, 265
major advantage of, 272
situation relevant to, 271

Single Rotor Toroidal designs, 477
sink, as negative source, 49
sink and climb speeds, of Zeppelin NT, 551
site and hangarage, of airships, 454
size effects, of an airship’s structure, 152–153
sizing, airships, 386–387
sizing carpet, derived by running a fixed mission

profile, 419
sizing chart, initial, 387
skin, varying porosity of, 110
skin friction, 632

for a buoyant craft, 26
component, 401
contribution to total drag, 27
of the envelope, 633
predominant contribution to drag arising from,

415
skin friction drag

coefficient, 27
contribution to hull drag, 682
described, 24
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dominating hull drag, 54
increasing, 32
minimum, 26
as nearly 40 times the form drag, 401
rising with increased wetted surface area, 154

skin heat transfer coefficient, 395
skin weight, for a US Navy Airship, 436
SKS 500, 452

original landing gear, 185
SKS 500HL, 452
SKS 600, 452

gondola for, 172
manual handling, 454
at mooring mast, 152
unit price for, 453

sky transport vehicle, transforming the LEMV
into, 472

SKYBUS 30K unmanned airship, 590
SKYBUS 80K unmanned airship, 511, 582, 587
SkyCat 20, nonrigid Hybrid Air Vehicle, 469–471
SkyCat 20 hybrid air vehicle, general arrangement

of, 681, 682
SkyCat 20 - SkyKitten 1, scale model of, 469
SkyCat concept, developed during 1999 by

Advanced Technology Group (ATG), 468
Skycat series, of concept design, 690
SkyHook (JHL-40)

neutrally buoyant, 475, 644
operating in Canadian Northern Territories,

475
in polar heavy lift application, 644
rotary-airship hybrid, 690

SkyHook rotastat, 642–644
SkyKitten 1, 469
SkyKitten 2, 469
Skylab role, 441, 447
SkyLifter airship

designed for heavy lift, 513–515
flying a portable hospital, 692
impression of, 514
mooring options for, 647
suited for emergency humanitarian relief and

ongoing health service delivery, 692
SkyLifter SL150, 645–647
Skyship, 9m radio-controlled model built by

Thermo Skyships, 459
Skyship 500, total airship drag coefficient of, 34
Skyship 500 and 600 series

from Airship Industries, 17
envelopes same strength in warp and weft

directions, 121
single ply polyurethane coated fabric, 120

Skyship 500 G-BIHN, landing in light wind
conditions, 366

Skyship 600
1:75 scale models of, 54
24 hours endurance or more, 436
delay of several seconds between control

application and airship response, 358
with a fly-by-light control system, 585

fuel consumption figures for, 362
pressure distribution around, 55
rain values for, 363

Skyship 600 G-SKSJ, on takeoff, 364
Skyship 600 model

comparison of CFD calculations & wind tunnel
results for 1/75 scale, 55

pilot tests on, 55
Skyship airships, symmetrical propeller

arrangements, 109
Skyship SK600, drag penalty, 27
SLAB (Static Lifting Aerodynamic Body), 477
slender body theory, 40–42
slip tanks, 245, 247, 248
slipstream, increasing deflection of, 109
slipstream scoops, 677
slosh. See ballonet slosh
sloshing, 245
slot suction, permitting freestream flow, 111
slow flight, capability of, 559
Small Aerostat Surveillance System, Low

Intensity Target Exploitation airship, 510
small airships

configured for light aerial duties, 173
for pilot training, 172

small blimps, proliferation and dominance by
Goodyear, 316

small perturbation equations of motion, analysis
of, 72

small perturbation motion, 70–71
small perturbations, 69
smallest unmanned airships, altitude of, 588
SMART (Space and Airborne Mine Area

Reduction Tool), 556
smoke-balloon inflation technique, inflating a gas

balloon, 314
SN 006, delivered, 605
SN 0057, under construction, 605
snow

effects of, 197, 364
high reflectance of, 525
producing collapse of the landing gear or cause

the airship to roll on its side, 255
types of, 364

Sodium-Sulphur battery, weight of, 544
software, of GH, 279
solar airships

HALROP, High Altitude (Japan), 486, 489, 490
Lockheed Martin, High Altitude (USA), 490,

491, 492
Lotte, Unmanned (Germany), 671
Nephelios Projet Sol’R, Manned (France), 484,

485, 486
Projet Sol’R (France), 485, 486
Sunship, 521

solar airship
solar airships, storage units for, 538–543
solar altitudes

determining contents of the ballonets, 523
at sea level, 523
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solar azimuth, angular distance of Sun from true
north, 526

solar cells, 533–538
air-cooling of, 533
characteristics of, 533–535
connecting in parallel, 535
connecting in series, 535
conversion efficiency, 531
conversion efficiency of, 482
efficiencies, 535
efficiency of, 535–537
on the Nephelios, 484
power output, 535
recharging electrical storage device, 594
relative efficiency of, 536
schematic diagram of, 534
types of, 537
weight, 543

solar constant, 523
Solar Egg drone, built by Tokyo-Sanyo Co. Ltd.,

483
solar energy

attractive in an environmentally conscious age,
482

available, 529–530
spatially distributed, 520

solar incidence, angle of, 525–527
solar power

for airships, 481–486
speed function of solar cell efficiency, 531

solar power system
components of, 533–545
efficiency of, 530
outline of, 522
replacing fuel and engines of a conventional

airship, 543
solar powered flight speed, versus cell efficiency,

532
solar powered high altitude airship, 490
solar radiation, 521–525

on upper walls of skyscrapers, 349
solar/electrical system, weight of, 520
solar-powered airships

advantages of, 520
as constant weight vehicles, 482
defined, 520
designated LOTTE, 483

solar-powered flight speed, 525–530, 532
solar-powered radio-controlled test models, flown

in the Nevada desert, 483
Solent, first crossing by a human powered

dirigible, 620
solid-polymer electrolyte cells, potential

advantages over phosphoric acid cells, 541
sonobuoy barrier or search patterns, deploying

and monitoring, 445
source panels

geometry of, 51
model hull and the vortex-lattice panels for the

fins, 50

South Asia, tsunami in 2004, 686
South Downs, in England, 354
South Indian Ocean, more tropical cyclones in,

346
Southampton University, wind tunnel results, 97
sovereignty enforcement role, 443, 448
Spacial MLA-32-B Toluca, 460
‘spanwise’ limits, of a lifting body, 25
SPAS-4 spherical airship, 462
specialists in inflation (the Preparers), 309
specialty weave patterns, optimizing fabric

performance, 115
specific fuel consumption (SFC)

for cycles, 104
for each engine, 382
as a function of power, 105
versus power curve, 381
of the three cycles, 105
variation with power, 104

specification, with ranked objectives, 580
Spectra. See high performance polyethylene

(HMPE)
speed

acceptable for tourist and cruise applications,
531

as damped response to variations in power
input, 531

as design driver, 588
increasing requiring higher internal pressure,

675
upper limit for an airship, 18

speed attribute, of airships, 436
speed change, as dominant response to thrust, 79
speed hold, relieving pilot of monotonous flying

tasks, 83
speed response, to thrust, 73
sphere, minimum surface area for a given volume,

26
spherical balloon, fitted with four

variable-incidence radial wings, 477
spherical form, offering smallest surface area and

lowest skin tension, 9
spherical shape

proposed for lift efficiency and cost, 462
providing optimum lift efficiency, 458

spin finish, on yarn, 116
spinneret, 119
spiral cloud bands, 340
spiral clouds, active weather zones, 339
spiral frontal cloud bands, 340, 342
Spirit of the Forest, 493
square/cube growth law, governing displacement

airships, 433
square-cube law, 272, 671
SS class, 452
SSZ class, 452
St. Petersburg, Russia, islands supporting closed

thermal circulation, 350
stabiliser

problems with an elevated, 407
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raised clear of the boundary layer on two (or
more) vertical fins, 407

stability
of HAV, 684
problems of panel or member, 153

Stability Augmentation System (SAS), 252, 510
stability characteristics, at the hover, 82
stability modes

approximate and exact comparing very well, 77
approximate comparing with the exact solution,

77
approximate description of, 74, 76
marginally stable at the hover, 82
root describing, 74

stacked cells, having up to 11 layers, 535
stainless steel, properties of, 142
‘stall,’ if nose-up angle exceeds a critical value, 18
stalling characteristics, 97
standard atmosphere, density at pressure height,

204
standard items, 210, 233
standard operating procedures (SOPs), 117
standard sea level, value for gravity, 204
standardised gas volume, calculation of, 372
standing vortices, 330
Starship Small Rigid Airship, 498
state equation

classical, 69, 71
solving to obtain response transfer functions, 72

state matrix, numerical behaviour of, 74
state space form, equations in, 70
static buoyancy, of any kind of body in the

atmosphere, 8
static electricity discharge, possibility of, 258
static equilibrium, attaining in major emergency

situations, 360
static head effect, of lifting gas, 163
static heaviness (SH), 193, 359–361, 588

assessment of at pressure height, 236
changing during free ballooning, 372
determining the current, 360
higher requiring a higher power setting, 368
known at takeoff, 360
requirement to reduce quickly, 231
supporting by vertical component of thrust,

367
wet snow adding to, 364

static heaviness/lightness, requiring appropriate
up/down thrust, 376

static lift, 192. See also buoyancy
equation for, 390
not as constant in operation conditions as could

be expected, 669
static lift or weight, balancing the excess by an

externally applied vertical force, 17
static lightness

no problem with takeoff distance, 360
requiring increased approach speed, 375

static loads, resulting from overpressure of lifting
gas, 634

static pressure
coefficient, 399
decreasing over the nose region, 24
increasing over the gondola, 31

static trim, 201, 673
static trim angle, at pressure height, 372
station keep, 367–368, 597
stationary mode, accurately positioning in, 262
stationkeeping. See also hovering
stationkeeping velocity, minimizing, 487
statistical approach, example using component

analysis, 417
statistical method, of weight determination, 417
Statistical Process Control (SPC), 116
steady aerodynamic forces, 23
steady flow simulation, variables considered, 53
steady flow testing, 53–55
steady force conditions, for a moored airship, 269
steady stream

represented by parallel streamlines along flow
direction, 49

stream line flow about a source in, 50
steady turning flight, 38–40
steady-state analytical model, schematic of, 42
steel fibre, properties of, 125
stern handling beam, 292
stern propeller, required diameter of the single,

404
stern propulsion, 403–405

aerodynamic mechanism of, 403
proportional reduction in power requirement,

404
reducing power requirement for large airships,

404
reduction in power requirement using, 404
tests inconclusive, 405

stern-beam, 295
Stewart, Keith, 466
Stewart’s 4-rotor rotastats, 474
stiff shell design, skin stabilised by double

curvature at all points, 498
stitching, necessary to prevent joins from slipping

apart, 118
STOL hybrid airship, losing important VTOL

capability, 464
storage, of ballast, 231
storage batteries, low energy-to-weight ratio of,

481
storage systems, comparison of, 542
storage units

key parameter as energy density, 544
potential energy densities of, 545
for solar airships, 538–543

stored energy, withdrawing from a secondary
battery, 539

storms
forecasting, 337
region subject to travelling, 343
severe tropical and mid-latitude, 332
understanding and avoiding, 337–338
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stowage, for ballast, 231
Strategic Airlift Fleet, 694
stratocumulus clouds, 344
stratosphere, requiring larger airships, 588
stratospheric airships, 486

intended to stay aloft for a year or more, 579
needing solar cell technology to mature, 594

stratospheric operations, materials challenges, 593
stratospheric platforms, for mobile phone

networks and broadband internet, 584
streamline bodies, drag of, 29
streamline form, of the envelope, 13
streamlines

equation of, 36
from a source, 49

stream tube, slope of, 102
strength reserves, scrutinising to minimise weight,

156
stress concentrations

keeping to a minimum, 167
at the tear tip, 138
unrelieved, 126

stress intensity factor function, 137
stress level, for envelope material, 678
stress-strain properties, of envelope materials,

132–133
strip theory curves, compared to experimental

results, 97
strobe lights, 220
structural analysis, 3
structural configuration, variations in, 496–503
structural damage, repairing in flight, 154
structural design

damage-tolerant principles, 153
difficult to produce a satisfactory lightweight,

258
factors driving, 673–677

structural fragility, of airships, 153
structural groups, principal, 159–187
structural loads, lack of knowledge of, 258
structural techniques, for gondola design, 172
structural weight, of gondola structure, 221–223
structure weight, excess, 156
structures

of CargoLifter CL 160, 660–661
as design driver, 593–594
groups of, 149
of a laminate, 122

stub mast, 292
coupled to, 295

stub wings, 662
subarrays, of solar cells, 535
subassemblies, percentage analysis of major, 217
subclutter visibility (SCV) limit, 421
submerged sonar carrying bodies, towed by

airships, 445
suction

applied through an annular slot by a ducted
propeller, 402

removing most of boundary layer, 110

sun
altering buoyancy, 288
apparent motion of, 526
area projected by parallel rays, 528
as giant helium factory, 504

sunlight, as renewable, free, non-polluting and
non-inflammable fuel, 482

sunny climates, significant speeds achieved from
solar power alone, 481

sun’s position in the sky, calculating in terms of
solar altitude and solar azimuth, 526

sunshine, effect of, 365
Sunship solar-powered airship, 521

effect of time of day, season and orientation of,
533

example calculations for, 483
outline of, 482
power-speed relation of, 532
projected area against the angle of solar

incidence, 529
super pressure, of the envelope, 160
superconducting applications, coolant for, 505
supercooled droplets, impacting with the

envelope, 331
superheat, 197

accounting for effects of, 197
changing during free ballooning, 372
contained gas at a different temperature, 192
effect of, 206
estimating for takeoff, en route and for landing,

365
extreme case of deliberate, 13
necessary to be unaware of, 206
present even on cloudy days, 365
reduced by rain, 363
reduced by smoke, dust, water vapour and

clouds, 365
reducing ballonet volume, 16
temperature effect, 13

superheat values, determining, 252
superheating

developing much slower on large airships, 670
on the ground increasing lift, 385
highest values of, 365
in the solar airship, 537

supply chains, resilience for disaster relief and
readiness, 688

surface area
approximation for, 217
for ballonets, 218
determining as accurately as possible, 217
of the envelope, 169

surface communications, impeded during
emergencies, 441

surface friction drag, 400
surface reflectance, 525
surface vessel, carrying items required, 257
surface wind, often calm by dawn, 337
surge mode, 74, 79, 80
surge mode pole, 79
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surveillance patrols, maintenance of standing, 442
surveillance role, for unmanned airships, 581
survey conditions, airship system in a wide variety

of, 559
survey role, 441, 447
survivor recovery, by rescue winch, 442
suspended load, shared between an internal

catenary system, 16
suspended weight, critical design criterion for

airships, 210
suspension cable array, twisting, 655
suspension cables, 174
suspension mechanism, of an airship, 462
suspension point

in the airship, 653
hunting of, 653

suspension system, 218
to assist with assembly/preparation and

support, 313
details, 216
preventing excessive distortion of the envelope,

16
sizing, 214
supporting prior to and during

assembly/inflation, 313
swirl velocity, representing loss of propulsive

momentum, 93
swivel

joining upper and lower decks, 654
omitting for CargoLifter, 655

swivel mechanism, consisting of hydraulic
actuator on Zeppelin NT, 572

synthetic materials
development of, 118
introduction of, 118–121

system components, establishing characteristics,
419

system engineering
approach, 625
methodology, 424
purpose of, 424

system support features, Zeppelin NT, 556
systems

for airships, 3, 691
defined, 239
developing around some stated mission, 624

systems engineering process, 625, 628

tail, designing to be grounded, 295
tail arrangements, typical, 18
tail drag, compared to bare hull drag, 31, 32
tail group, 177–180, 219–223
tail lift coefficient, 44
tail structures

designing to accommodate counter weights, 156
weight of, 220

tail surfaces
arrangement, 178
guyed in place fairly simply, 180
loads, 150

producing negative lift, 47
structural arrangement, 179

tail thruster, installation, 369
tail wheel, as helpful, 370
tailfin rigging, 220
tail-strike

avoiding during landing, 374
preventing, 370

takeoff
determining amount of lift due to superheat,

207
distance increasing with heaviness, 360
heaviness, 379
improved by vectored thrust, 367
manoeuvre by the pilot, 369–371
methods of, 369
roll, 369
run path, 370
technique used to develop aerodynamic lift, 262

takeoff gross weight, estimating, 417
tank volumes, of Zeppelin NT, 568
TAR (Transport Airship Requirements), 590
target modeling, representing a series of low radar

cross-section vehicles, 420
targets, RCS modeling of, 420
TBO (To Be Overhauled), increasing for airship

applications, 595
TCAS (Traffic Collision Avoidance System), 599
TCOM company, spherical features promoted by,

462
tear propagation

in coated and laminated textiles, 139
data obtained from uniaxial testing as sufficient,

139
deriving a theory for, in coated fabrics, 138
problem of, 138
rapid, 136

tear resistance, 114, 135–139
tear strength

demonstrating by test, 158
maximising, 158
measurement of, 135–137

tear testing, uniaxial and biaxial, 138–139
tearing, qualitative effects of, 135–136
technical feasibility, of solar-powered airships,

520
Technical University Aachen, wind tunnel of,

612
technology

existing to build airships for disaster relief, 693
interdependence, 427
learning, 450
potential of new, 411
trends in, 425–427

Tedlar fabric, 128
in Zeppelin NT, 562

TEDLAR proprietary material, 455
tee chest, 228

Sentinel 1000, 243
tee-tail aerofoil, 434
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temperature
effect on pressure height, 385
inside the envelope higher than ambient air

temperature, 197
variation with altitude, 189

temperature inversions, effects of, 363–364
temperature rise, reducing pressure height, 393
tensile modulus, of polyester, 119
tensile structures, for large span roofing, 138
Terminal Area Forecasts (TAFs), for the route,

329
terminal phase, dominant in accidents, 433
terminology problem, creating wrong impressions

to novices to LTA flight, 298
terrestrial factors, controlling low-level airflow

patterns, 347
territorial waters, protection of national interests

in, 443
test flying, not mixing well with commercial

operations, 315
test machines, for biaxial stress, 132
test platform, unmanned airships as, 585–586
tether, second located near stern, 265
tethered aerostats, as astronomical platforms, 487
tethering arrangement, becoming necessary, 650
tethering cable, 653
tethering methods, alternative, 660
tethering system, for an active grame, 657
textile engineering, 3, 113
textile fibres, exhibiting microfibrillation

properties, 119
textile materials

desirable properties for airship, 113–118
tearing strength of, 135

‘Textile Research Laboratory,’ of University of
Chemnitz, 615

textiles
application of fracture mechanics approach to,

138
development for airship use, 118–131

Textron Lycoming IO-360/200hp engines, 568
on Zeppelin NT, 568

themes, of this edition, 1
thermal activity, avoidance seldom easy, 331
thermal efficiency, of engines, 105
thermal plumes, 349
thermal turbulence, 330

increasing over cities, 348
much less predictable, 330
over the centre of a large city, 349

thermals
airship flying amongst, 331
fewer over water surfaces during daytime, 331
multiple daytime, 335
reducing size and depth of, 335

thermodynamic cycles, number of, 104
thermodynamic efficiency, secondary fuel cells

operating at, 540
thermodynamic equilibrium, between lifting gas

and outer air not established, 669

Thermoplane Russian lenticular design, 460
Thermo-Skyships, model ‘saucer,’ 20
thermotropic liquid crystal polymers, 126
thickness, compared to radius of a circle, 676
thickness ratio

adjusting, 49
of a body, 26
variation of drag as, 27
variation of form & skin friction drag with, 29

thread spacing, effect of, 136
thread strength, affecting tear strength, 136
threats, changing, justifying continued design

efforts, 411
three-wire mooring system, 284
thrust

controlled symmetrically and synchronously, 67
equation for, 89
found by integrating over the length of the

lifting blade, 92
generating, 635
produced at the propeller, 98
produced by the duct, 99
role in sizing of engines, 418
total, 98

thrust coefficient, against advance ratio, 97
thrust equation, as an ideal number, 637
thrust gain, 403
thrust line, facility to vary, 432
thrust pitching moment, 673
thrust transfer function, speed response to, 79
thrust vector system, ideal, 366
thrust vectoring

achieving, 256
degree of, 366
required to remain on station, 368
of Zeppelin NT, 569

thruster system
complication of placing a fan at, 110
form of internal power driving, 274

thrust-lift ratio, 672–673
thumbprint plot, examining all possible solutions,

412
Thunder & Colt Balloons UK

first fan pressure hot-air airship, 508
first pressurised hot-air airship, 602
twin-seater AS 105MK2, 603

thunderstorms, avoiding at all costs, 345
time history, of a circular cylinder’s pressure

distribution, 42
time varying pressure (or velocity), at a point, 45
time scale

of about 5 days ahead, 354
of next 24 hours, 354

tip effects, considering for thick wings, 683
Titan (235m dia), lenticular design, 459
titanium, properties of, 125
toilet installations, for passengers, 233
topographic obstructions, 350
Toroidal Balloon Concept, Canadian, 477
Toroidal Semi-Buoyant Station, Japanese, 477
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Toroidal 1-rotor airship designs, 478
total available energy, 531
total current, generated by a solar cell, 534
total efficiency, 531
total energy, falling on the Sunship, 530
total engine thrust, in rectilinear flight, 62
total incident velocity, 94
total lift, obtaining, 25
total lift augmentation

Category C, 432
characteristics of, 434–435

total power, produced by the cell in a load, 534
total solar radiation, at ground level, 523
total speed, in rectilinear flight, 61
total velocity, three components in steady flight,

62
tourist flights, in LZ N 07, 555
trade studies

as part of the design process, 421
process, 413

traditional airship configuration, sensitivity to
crosswinds, 405

trailing vortex pattern, 25
training, of airship pilots, 357
training courses, in meteorology for airship pilots,

355
transfer function, 57
transient aerodynamic forces, 23
transition point position, variation of total & skin

friction drag with, 28
translational and rotational inertia, versus size,

670
translational inertia, from the mass of the ship, 670
translational movement, suppressing on a larger

airship, 670
transmission systems

complex, 226
mounted directly in line with propulsor, 224
simple, 226
weight considerations, 226

Transmit/Receive (TR) modules, illustrating
number of, 421

transponder, not all airborne vehicles mandated
to carry, 600

Transport Airship Requirements, Contents List of
first draft of, 298

transport infrastructures, damaged from natural
disasters, 691

transport systems, comparison of, 466
transport task, airship providing best compromise

for, 648
transport vehicle, P-791 Hybrid Air Vehicle as,

690
transportation vehicle, needed to fly over

geographical barriers, 687
triaxial fabrics, woven with three sets of yarns, 116
trilaminate, permeation of, 134
tri-lobe hull, created for HAV, 469
tri-lobe lifting body form, pressure-stabilised

structure of, 469

trim equilibrium, 65, 66
trim function, of ballonets, 562
trim panels, weight of, 222
trim states, variety of possible, 291
trimmed axes notation, 62
trimmed equilibrium flight condition, small

perturbations about, 67
trimmed equilibrium thrust, 67
trimmed steady rectilinear flight, 61
trimming

accompanied by a drag penalty, 595
to achieve a positive or negative angle of attack,

248
compensating for extremes of static heaviness

or lightness, 375
important in aerodynamic landing, 374
required to get the airship level, 201

troops, moving large number of, 688
tropical climate, reaching a given pressure height

in, 12
tropical rotating storms, severe, 346–347
troposphere, 189, 336
tropospheric research, European lead role in, 557
true thickness, of a boundary layer, 400
trunks. See duct(s)
tsunami

in Japan in 2011, 687
in South Asia in 2004, 686

tubing, of filament-wound fibreglass, 397
tunnel structure, model attached to, 53
turbine engine exhaust, low water in suspension

in, 380
turbine engines

advantage for short duration flights, 382
in airship applications, 223
poor SFC at low power, 381
water recovery from, 231

turboshaft engines, for all power sources, 661
turbulence

design and calibration of the scale of, 56
random including discrete gusting, 269
response to each component, 45
stern propeller performance less than ideal, 405

turbulence induced lift, distribution of, 48
turbulence layer, climbing higher out of, 362
turbulence results, response of, 57
turbulent conditions, airship combining several

movements simultaneously, 291
turbulent flow, characteristic of, 45
turbulent layer, growing in thickness along the

hull, 399
turbulent velocities, 46, 56
turntable, omitting for CargoLifter, 655
12 MQ-9 Reaper class fixed-wing unmanned

aircraft, 471
28V DC systems, current standard on many small

airships, 249
twill weaves, providing less crimp, 115
twin hover cushion landing system, 681
Twin Rotor hybrids, 476–477
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twin-hull airships, 462, 475
Twist-Flex conditioning procedure, 139
two-deck passive system, replacing by a

single-deck active load frame, 654
Type I crack opening, 137
Type II crack opening, 137
Type III crack opening, 137
typhoons, 347. See also tropical rotating storms

UAS airships
electric burn ring, 598
encompassing all classes of powered LTA

vehicles, 587
UAV systems, telemetry from, 598
UHMWPE (Dyneema, Spectra), properties of,

142
UK airship No. 9, direct derivative of No. 1, 267
UK CAA CAP 722 Unmanned Aircraft System

Operations in the UK Airspace, 589
UK Civil Aviation Authority, 449
UK coastal shipping, protecting against

submarine attack in World War I, 432
UK winter wind speed versus altitude, 488
ultimate acceleration factors (g’s), 158
ultraviolet light, leading to deterioration of

strength filaments of fabric, 455
unconventional, defined, 457
unconventional designs, of airships, 19–22
unconventionality, attributing to an airship, 5
underway replenishment (Unrep), 213, 231
uniaxial and biaxial tear testing, 138–139
uniaxial slit tensile tests, giving unrepresentative

results, 139
uniaxial tensile strength, 132
unit heat release, volume and weight required to

produce, 107
unit lift, of the combination of gas in the envelope

and air outside it, 9
unit thrust, power needed to produce, 91
United Kingdom, development of mooring masts,

265
United States, masts developed in, 266
United States Air Force (USAF), high-altitude

reconnaissance and surveillance platform,
491–492

universal gas constant, for air, 396
University of Newcastle, Australia, Faculty of

Engineering, 620
University of Stuttgart airship ‘Lotte,’ difficult to

handle with changing solar radiation, 670
unmanned aerial systems (UASs), 511, 577
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), 577
Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS)

no formal dedicated qualifications for an
unmanned aircraft pilot, 589

normally regarded as a piston or jet driven
vehicle, 578

as preferred term, 577
unmanned airships, 509–511, 577–600

as aerial advertising platforms, 581
certification activities, 589

design drivers for, 6
determining contents of the ballonets, 596
flying at a higher pitch, 579
flying heavier, 588
flying passengers, 584
limitations on, 581
for low altitude and high altitude applications, 6
potential roles for, 580–587
providing own see and avoid capabilities, 599
sizes of, 579
terminating flight of, 598

unpowered landing, with no ground crews or
mooring facilities, 254

unsolved GH problem, universal
acknowledgement of, 299

unstable vehicle, configuring to make it stable, 579
unsteady aerodynamics, 44–48
unsteady flow

response of the vehicle to required, 53
testing, 56–57

upper deck, remaining suspended directly from
the airship, 652

upper suspension pulleys, height within the load
bay, 654

up-ship method, of takeoff, 369
UPship semirigid airship design, 502
up-ship takeoff, 371
upthrust, applied to stabilise frame position, 653
up-valley (anabatic) wind, 352
up-valley air trajectories, becoming spiral in form,

351
upward buoyancy force, 8
urban airflow patterns, causality of, 348
urban canyon, airflow accelerated by a Venturi

effect, 348
U.S. Army contract, to build three airships to float

over a front line for up to three weeks, 690
U.S. Department of Defense, considering

Logistics Lift Airship technologies
development, 688

U.S. Navy, deficiencies in implementing MCM
role, 451

U.S. Navy, needing 157 men to ground handle the
‘Los Angeles,’ 321

U.S. Navy Aegis ships, phased array radar of, 444
U.S. Navy airship ZMC-2, 134
U.S. Navy airships in World War II, searching for

surfaced U-boats, 437
U.S. Navy E2c Hawkeye carrier based aircraft,

444
U.S. Navy rigid airships, 253
U.S. Navy rigids ZRS-4 and 5, propulsive units

vectored vertically, 256
U.S. Navy YEZ 2A design, laminate materials in,

130
U.S. Navy ZPG series airships, 245
U.S. Navy ZPG-2/2W airships, cylindrical tanks

mounted on the envelope, 246
U.S. Navy ZPG-2W and -3W airships, servicing

and inspection of topside radar equipment,
253
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U.S. Navy ZPG-3W, equipped with two, 1,150
gallon (U.S.) tanks, 245

U.S. Navy’s airships, apparent all-weather
capability of, 328

U.S. ODM programme, designated YEZ-2A,
172

useful load, Zeppelin NT, 552, 555
U.S.S. Akron. See Akron (1931–33)
U.S.S. Los Angeles, drag breakdown, 30
U.S.S. Macon, drag breakdown, 30
UV light, stronger at higher altitudes, 593

vacuum pumps, powered from engines, 110
valley wind, 351
valve functioning, reliable as essential, 244
valve opening area, equation for, 242
valve opening pressure, 244
valves

externally mounted, 245
fill and purge installed in forward and aft ends

of the envelope, 253
large diameter required to achieve flow rates,

242
manual operation of, 244
permitting differential inflation of front and

rear ballonets, 16
valves and fittings, requiring penetrations in the

envelope, 162
van Dusen project, generating powered lift, 434
Van Treuren, Richard, 506
vapour trails, of high flying aircraft, 25
variable buoyancy

as a generic physical GH problem, 286–287
in Varialift, 502

variable masses, located within the gondola, 171
Varialift aluminium clad airship, 7, 499, 502, 645
vector angles

reduced to zero on landing, 378
selecting, 370

vector systems, weight of, 226
vectored landing technique, 375–378
vectored takeoff, 370–371
vectored thrust, 4, 389, 469, 681

classes of, 109
employing for limited climb or descent, 367
of HAV, 641
landing airships with, 334
necessary for ground handling phases, 259
overcoming heaviness, 360
required by CargoLifter, 650
swivelling propellers creating on Zeppelin NT,

566
uses of, 366–368

vectored thrust airships, 433
‘vectored thrust’ system, 17
vectoring propeller principle, first demonstrated

on ‘Gamma,’ 267
vectoring systems, achieving a degree of vertical

thrust, 257
vectoring thrust, decreasing effect with increased

size, 672

vectors, returning to the horizontal as airship
attains flying speed, 370

Vectran fibre, 126
excellent choice for airship applications, 127
properties of, 125, 142
strength of, 119

Vectran HT, 127
Vectran HT filament yarn, 127
Vectran UM, properties of, 125
vehicle configurator, 414
vehicle life, strong turbulence and, 47
velocities, incident on the blade section, 91
velocity discontinuity, avoiding, 100
velocity potential, for any circular section, 40
vent valves, 162
vertical acceleration, power spectrum of, 560
vertical displacement, needing to be large, 185
vertical forces, resolution of, 269
vertical instability, atmospheric, 330
vertical landing

described, 378
the lost technique, 282

vertical mooring method
acceptance of, 284
for large airships in the future, 282

vertical profiles, fast measurements of, 558
vertical railway, lowering airship to the ground,

319
vertical surface, synchronised to operate like a

conventional rudder, 65
vertical tailfins, deviation is resisted by fixed, 18
vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) capability,

463
advantages of, 642
maintaining at penalty costs in cruise efficiency

and fuel requirements, 472
of Zeppelin NT, 566, 569

vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) ‘rotastat’
hybrid, 463

vertical thrust, applied as required during transfer,
656

vertical tunnels (trunks), allowing personnel to
reach top of the envelope, 253

vertical velocity from turbulence, changing sign at
the centre of the hull, 46

very high endurance attribute, 436
Very Large Airships (VLAs)

automated alignment of, 320
GH, evolutionary process of, 285
most successful ground handling system for,

322
no totally successful all-weather mooring

system for, 322
planned new generation of, 280
situation different than for the blimps, 318
very few attempts at operational hardening of,

319
Very Large Crude Carriers (VLCCs), pushing

sideways by tug boats, 286
V-form twin burner, 604
VHF radio to Air Traffic Control (ATC), 598
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violent updrafts and downdrafts, encountered in
line squalls, 693

virtual inertia
of an airship, 184
effect, 82

virtual mass and inertia, 63
virtual reality, models and simulations, 280
viscosity

of air, 24
of water, 24

viscous effects, making allowance for, 41
visual facilities, adding smoke trails to airflow, 635
VLAs. See Very Large Airships (VLAs)
volume

of an airship, 416
crossplotting against weight available for fuel,

386
of the envelope, 169

volume adjustments, accommodating internally,
239

volume change rates, equation for, 240
volume flow

conservation of, 88
required in a fast descend, 677

von Gablenz, Carl, 513
vortex, size exceeding dimensions of the airship,

330
vortex circulation, conserved, 49
vortex elements, forming line vortices along the

length of the body, 42
vortex lattice panel, geometry of, 51
vortex panels, continuing across the hull

representing lift carry-over, 50
vortex rings, strength of, 100
vortex roll-up, behind a propeller blade, 96
vortex sheets, spacing between, 94
vortex wake, 95, 96
vortices

concentrated trailing behind and below the
propeller, 95

extending downstream to infinity, 50
V/STOL aeronautical spectrum, 463
V/STOL aircraft, lessons learned from, 425
V/STOL Spectrum, 465
VTOL capability. See vertical takeoff and landing

(VTOL) capability

wake
contraction, 95
forming, 24

wake diameter
immediately behind the tail, 403
smaller, 405

wake radius, 400
Walden, Michael, 483
walking out, of sheds, 264
Wallis, Barnes, 319
Wallis, Barnes Neville, 284
WALRUS project, 690
warm front, cloud band ahead of, 344

warp and weft, pattern of interlacing in a woven
fabric, 114

warp and weft yarns, interlaced, 116
warp knitting, creating fairly open weave

structures, 116
Warwick Mills, providing hull fabric, 472
washing line method, preferred initially, 311
waste heat, available from propulsion system, 396
water

collecting from the envelope, 231
as most common ballast material, 248
needing to be disposed at pickup site and

similar quantity supplied, 654
operation from less likely to cause severe up

and down gusts, 267
over the envelope and tail surface area adding

to the mass, 363
picking up from surface, 231
produced as a by-product of combustion, 248

water ballast
capacity on SkyCat 20, 471
getting rid of as quickly as possible, 657
hoses for transfer of, 652
protecting against freezing, 248
tank on Zeppelin NT, 565

water recovery system
alternative to, 380
condensing moisture suspended in engine

exhaust, 231
fitting, 231
incorporating, 380
involving cooling engine exhaust gases, 248
occupying considerable amount of space, 232
sensitive to maintenance problems, 249
techniques, 598

water tanks, for water ballast, 231
watertight buoyancy chambers, of the gondola,

155
Watson, Bill, 620
WDL Luftschiffgesellschaft mbH, German

airships built by, 241
WDL-1 airship JA1005, on takeoff, 361
weapons, Mother ships carrying, 585
weather

aspects of, 363–365
avoiding bad, 328
favorable for airship operations, 333–337
as a generic physical GH problem, 287–288
optimising use of local, 347–348

weather conditions
operating in bad, 693
vagaries of, 259

weather effects, 197
as heaviness, 360
variables related to, 197

weather forecast, requirement for airship
operations, 338

weather hazards, effects of, 4
weather processes, airship pilots needing to

develop own understanding of, 337
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weather radar, avoiding hazards, 693
weather satellite pictures

interpreting on a daily basis, 339
skills to interpret, 338

weather window, of opportunity for an airship, 344
weather zone, of the atmosphere, 336
weathercocking

around the mast, 19
into the wind direction, 272

weathering component, of laminate materials,
128–130

weather-sensitivity, of airships, 328–329
weave, affecting sleaziness of fabric, 136
weave design patterns, 114–117
weave patterns, 115
weigh-off, steps in, 235–236
weight

of a collector grid network, 538
as critical aspect of structural design, 496
design considerations for, 212–214
as design driver, 588
percentage of empty to gross, 496
predesign considerations, 212
progressive loss as fuel is consumed in flight, 16
of the propulsion system plus required fuel for

typical mission, 224
Weight & Balance document, weight from, 235
weight and balance handbook, 237
weight aspects

of airship design, 677–678
of airship operations, 236–238

weight configurations, definitions of various,
209–211

weight considerations, for solar-powered airships,
543–544

weight data, selecting, 384
weight determination, statistical approach to, 417
weight empty trend, 418
weight estimates and control, during all phases of

airship design, 2, 209
weight estimation, 214–234
weight limitations, difficult to achieve, 155
weight monitoring and control, 234
weight penalty

of a competently executed vectoring system,
434

for increased envelope strength, 391
weight reduction

attributable to improvements made in envelope
materials, 426

due to advanced technology, 426
weight trend, 426

typical for 1970s, 426
‘Weightlifter’ airship, in the 1970s, 689
weights, estimated for major elements of

configuration, 428
weights discipline, differing from other design

disciplines, 417
weights engineer, ensuring that knock-on effects

concerning weights are raised, 223

weights group, working in absolute terms, 417
Wellman telescoping mast, 316
Westinghouse, Sentinel 1000 taken over by, 453
Westinghouse airships

diameters of valves used in, 244
driving propellers through long shafts, 256
improved design for ballonet shape, 245
internal engine installations, 253
knife-edged cutter used, 254
propulsive units vectored vertically, 256

Westinghouse Sentinel 1000, fans providing
descent rate, 240

wet snow
encountering, 364
tending to freeze on contact and adding tonnes

of weight, 331
wetted (surface) area, corresponding plot of, 415
wetware, 279
wheeled dolly rail-mounted, 292, 295
wheeled undercarriage, need for, 183
White Dwarf (1985), 620, 621

design data, 624
human-powered airship, 492
one man airship, 440
propeller design critical to, 637

whole design, minimisation of the drag, 31
winches. See also anchor winches

constant tension, 653
equipping with approximately 1000 feet of

cable, 257
wind

adding to difficulties, 291
counteracting or negating effects of, 311
designing airship to align itself freely with, 151
effects of, 361–362, 387–388
landing in light or calm, 374–375, 376
landing in light unsteady, 376–377
landing in moderate, 375, 377–378
landing in strong, 375, 378

wind conditions, great concentration required in
turbulent or gusty by the pilot, 369

wind direction, change of with altitude, 362
wind effects, 269
wind screen, for envelope during inflation, 312
wind shear, at operating altitudes, 332
wind speed

impact on thruster effectiveness, 666
stronger than cruise speed, 329
for takeoff and landing, 362

wind strength, ground handling with increased,
368

wind tunnel
experiments at Aachen Technical University

Departments, 614
forward speed tests, 96
simplest using air at atmospheric pressure and

temperature, 53
sophisticated, 54
testing, 53–55
testing envelope shape, 635
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wind variations, 262, 263
windows, weight of, 222
wing, lift of an aircraft produced almost entirely

by, 26
winged and lifting body concepts, 20
winged and lifting body projects, 21
winged-hull dynastats, 467
winter anticyclonic situations, 363
winter weather, problem for airships on the

ground, 255
Wood, David, 620
wood-based NanoCrystalline Cellulose, typical

properties of, 141
Woodward criterion, 676
work done per unit time, by force T, 90
World War I

200 airships accepted into service, 448
methods measuring strength developed during,

135
Zeppelins, 322

World War II, 200 airships accepted into service,
448

wounded burst test, controlling crimp balance,
136

wounded tensile strength, increasing, 136
woven fabric, coated and laminated, 117
woven glass fibres, fabrics made from, 126
wrinkles, avoiding for the envelope under all

conditions, 675
wrinkling, resisting, 498

yarn lubricity, promoting thread slippage and
distribution of loads, 136

yarn smoothness (or roughness), affecting loads
carried by threads, 135

yarn twist, secondary effect, 136
yarn-on-yarn abrasion resistance (AR),

comparative testing of, 127
yarns, schematic diagrams of cowoven/comingled,

115
yaw control, Zeppelin NT, 567, 568
yaw perturbations, in ground phases, 433
yaw rate response

dominated by yaw subsidence mode, 81
to rudder transfer function, 74, 80

yaw rates, decreasing airspeed owing to increased
drag, 359

yaw subsidence mode, 76, 81
yaw-guy booms

mooring mast complete with, 319
potential for, 319

yawing moment, equations for, 64
YEZ-2A

1:75 scale models of, 54
1/200th scale model, 56

YEZ-2A airship programme, for Airship
Industries Ltd., 84

YEZ-2A maritime patrol airship
choice of CODAG installation for long

endurance missions intended for, 106

CODAG (COmbined Diesel And Gas turbine)
power-plant installation, 106

stern turbo-prop unit only used for specific
phases of flight, 106

for U.S. Navy, 661
YEZ-2A model, spraying polyurethane hull with

a grey paint, 55
YEZ-2A of Westinghouse Airships Inc., exhaust

water condensation proposed for, 17
YEZ-2A test programme, 55
Young’s work, theoretical compared to Hoerner

experimental evidence, 29

Zeppelin, Count, 263, 264, 314, 315, 439, 452
Zeppelin [LZ3 (Army Z1)], successful landing on

the ground instead of on water, 307
Zeppelin airships, new generation of, 547
Zeppelin captains, encountering strong

turbulence, 48
‘Zeppelin Luftschiffbau’ (LZ), 547
Zeppelin Luftschifftechnik GmbH & Co KG,

547
certified as maintenance shop, 547
patented technology, 559

Zeppelin LZ 07, one gas cell filled with helium,
562

Zeppelin LZ N 07, as research platform, 557
Zeppelin LZ1, volume of 400,000 cubic feet, 435
Zeppelin New Technology (Zeppelin NT), 547

structure, 503
Zeppelin NT

aft and forward landing gears, 566
aft propulsion unit, 568
applications suited to, 557–558
ballonets, 562–563
basic structure, 559–562
cabin, 556, 564–565
characteristics of, 551
cockpit, 564
combining design principles of a blimp and a

rigid airship, 5
comparison with helicopter or airplane, 556,

557
design principles of, 550
dimensions of, 550
electrical systems, 573–574
electronic flight instrument system (EFIS),

571–572
engines, 568
envelope, 121, 562–563
equipped with three propulsion units, 549
flight control, 569–570, 571
in flight over Germany, 548
flight performance data, 550–555
fuel system, 568–569, 570
fuel tank on, 569
fuselage, 559–563
general description, 548–550
general features, 555–556
gondola, 564
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ground operation of, 574–575
hydraulic systems, 572–573
instrument panel, 572
interior structure of, 500
landing gear, 565–566
lateral and aft power plants on, 567
longeron/frame connection points, 503
longerons, 561
mechanical support features, 556
mooring position, 575
passenger cabin layout, 565
produced between 1997 and 2007, 547
projected, 110
propeller, 567
propulsion system, 566–569
rigid frame of, 560
rigid internal structure of, 561
side-mounted propulsion units, 567
simpler framework in, 498
skeletal structure in, 499
system support features, 556
vectored thrust propeller on, 567

Zeppelin NT 07
mission platform in EC programme SMART

(Space and Airborne Mine Area Reduction
Tool), 556

passengers in, 555
Zeppelin NT-07, with dynamic multi-axis control,

334
Zeppelin operations, in the 1930s, 328
‘Zeppelin Reederei,’ certified as an airship

operator, 547
Zeppelin structures

comparison of historical and current, 548
reduced concerning number of elements and

parts, 548
Zeppy 1 (1985), 622, 624
Zeppy 2 (1992), 622
Zeppy I (France), human-powered airship, 492

Zeppy II (France)
human-powered airship, 492, 493

zero pressure disposable lift, lift reduction as a
proportion of, 391

ZMC-2, built in 1929 by Metalclad Airship
Corporation, 501

‘ZMC-2’ metalclad airship, 14
Zobel, Chris, 688
ZPG2, carrying very large antennae, 437
ZPG-2/2W series, 253
ZPG3, carrying very large antennae, 437
ZPG-3W

40 ton lifting capacity, 641
carrying a 40 ft. span antenna, 437
envelope, 119
gondola partially inserted into lower envelope,

173, 177
helium valves located in the car, 244
largest nonrigid airship ever built, 124
largest nonrigid airships flown, 498, 512

ZR1 (Shenandoah)
19 day circuit of USA, 319
recorded flights for, 317

ZR5 (Macon), recorded flights for, 317
ZRS-1, tower-top connection system for use with,

319
ZRS4, experiences on sea-borne mooring system,

319
ZRS-4, flying aircraft carrier, 321
ZRS4

Lakehurst home base, 320
moored to expeditionary masts at Camp

Kearney and on board Patoka, 319
ZRS-5, flying aircraft carrier, 321
ZRS5, Sunnyvale home base, 320
Zylon, 126, 142
Zylon AS, properties of, 125
Zylon HM

properties of, 125
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